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RE: DARING REALITIES OF ZIONIST
SUPREMACISM; ACKNOWLEDGE DAVID
DUKE AND YES, HENRY FORD. THE JEWISH
PEOPLE AND THE GENTILES ALIKE ARE
MOVING TOWARD DISASTER AS YOU MEET
THE ANTI-CHRIST IN EVERY COSTUME AND
DISGUISE TO FOOL YOU.—GCH/d
* * *
BOREDOM IS A CONCEPT “INSTEAD OF”
HEARING AND CONFRONTING THAT WHICH
YOU WOULD PREFER NOT TO NOTE!
Yes it is an old boring topic but it is the topic of
which had you noticed in all the ages coming to now
you wouldn’t be in such desperate circumstances.
It is NOT a people calling themselves “Jews”,
for that term did not exist until about your more
recent 13th century. Neither have I referred to anti-
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Jews or anti-Semitic. Neither are even reasonable
terms for anyone or anything. Furthermore, in
referring to anti-Christ I do not refer to “anti-Jesus”
for I MEAN “that and those which are against the
‘laws’ of ‘Christ’”. This term “Christ” is, I remind
you: A STATE OF BEING, not the name of a
person manifest or otherwise.
I hear all the time: “How did we get to here?”
Well, you followed the instructions as handed
out to you and tried for all of the things you were
humanly supposed to want to somehow satisfy your
desires: mostly for violence, power, control and
physical pleasures. THESE ARE ALL OF THE
MANIFEST WORLD—NOT THE ETHERIC
WORLD OF GOD.
Zionists, as we consider them to be, are NOT
different but the GOALS OF LIFE IN HUMAN
FORM ARE SOLELY BASED ON THE HUMAN
EGOTISTICAL DEMANDS OF PHYSICAL
PRESENTATION.
Never mind the mindset of “avoiding the traps
and pitfalls” for YOU ARE IN THE TRAP AND
THE LOCK IS IN PLACE. WHAT YOU NEED
NOW IS A WAY TO GET OUT.
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I repeat that we are against no one and no thing
except EVIL. We do not pursue evil nor do we
“fight” evil other than by confronting it with TRUTH
while offering solutions to the ongoing entrapment.
You live in a world so controlled even to the
happenings taking place that you cannot possibly
know what IS by that which is fed you from the
controller-trainers. It is fact and all the bellowing
otherwise will not change it an iota.
I am asked to comment on new information
scattering through spots on the Internet and a few
speeches sifting out from other than the U.S. and it
does now demand attention for the protection of people
who dare to speak out in “free speech” presence.
We have written much of the presentations of
Henry Ford relative to the “Jewish Question”. This
does not even recognize a “problem” of any kind
but rather a question, exactly as stated. If you read
the Talmud of the religious faith of the modern
“Jews” you will be shocked at its contents.
Moreover, you will confuse it with the Jewish
TORAH. The Talmud is written by MEN of the
day and so it goes. Those are the same men who
wrote the Zionist Protocols handed down for
(Continued on page 2)
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generations right to today.
The people to whom I refer are now your New
World Order controllers, your International Bankers
who have destroyed the world economies by their
greed, avarice and malice. They are the ones who
do everything in their power for their own status of
power and their corruption has no bounds.
Why do we struggle if it is all over? Because
it is NOT “over” and it is certainly NOT “finished”.
I, further, HAVE NO ENEMIES but certainly I do
have “adversaries”.
I am not trying to sell you anything nor twist
you to accept some “my truth”. We diligently make
an effort in OUR presentations to offer news,
reviews and other very well documented and
researched topics. This means that we make note
and try to acquire books, documents, presentations
and genuinely factual information for our publication.
We are not “into” revelation or psychic prophecy
although you will find it laid bare in reason and
logical facts to be considered AS YOU GAIN
INSIGHT INTO THE ONGOING CHANGES
AND ATTITUDES TAKING PLACE AROUND
YOUR GLOBE.
There is simply no way to address this topic
without using the word “Jewish” so don’t expect us
to hide our faces or words. I will use the word
ALIENS in many ways as to reference
extraterrestrials of which I am ONE and also any
person in a strange country of which he is not a
citizen or, for that matter, when speaking of
corporations relative to home state (all other states
are “alien” or “foreign”).
MOST OF THE ZIONISTS OF THIS DAY
ARE “NOT” “JEWISH” OF FULL BLOOD
RECOGNITION SO DON’T GO NUTS ON US.
A black person cannot be “Jewish” by race so
what have you when you have a “Black man
claiming to be a Jew”? Moreover, can a Black
man be a Zionist? OH INDEED!
You all hype up when we mention “aliens” and
yes indeed, we are going to talk a LOT about those
friends as well in reminding you of who we are and
you can expect to begin to hear bunches more about
us and that in relationship to YOU as a species.
I would suggest you begin to taper off on your
narrow vision as to the USA being somehow
endowed with some exclusive “goodly” character.
It is all but prohibitive for anything goodly to longer
come from that nation. We have met with leaders
and we shall continue our work elsewhere as
agreed—UNTIL YOU THE CITIZENS ARE FED
UP—AND IF THERE IS ANYTHING LEFT TO
SHARE WE SHALL CONSIDER OFFERS.
I have asked for at least one more Public
Notice so that we are all clear and “cut clean”
away from all nonsense regarding any such
personage as VK Durham. When appropriate we
shall legally demand property as in books, records,
etc., be returned through the law—we intend to no
longer carry on such foolish drivel as ongoing
haggling. She has no standing, no recognition and
no connection TO ANYTHING WE HAVE, HOLD
OR DO. Furthermore, we have far more important
information to share as even to our own works
which now are stretching in contacts far and
wide—but in none of the places VK harps and
whines about, my friends.
Ah but, THIS is more important today as the
economy spirals out of control, your Federal
Reserve fails and the “adversary” stumbles and
staggers a bit more shabbily than usual.
The Big controllers have broken all agreements
with me and that was a rather serious error in
judgment. We will use what we need to balance

with gold and so be it—wherever it can best serve
PEOPLE, not Zionist bankers! I will begin to
intervene and “reason” with quite a few important
people as they see themselves and we SHALL
work through this bog of Zog.
I think it is time to go into better ease for you
to know WHICH BOOKS might give you the most
priceless insight to your plight and what has taken
over your government in the U.S. as the oppression
has moved across the nations and now controls you.
So be it. You can wallow in your misery or we can
do something about it—but it requires all of us and
not just waiting on “some” of us. I certainly am
NOT the only extraterrestrial around, readers. Do
you ACTUALLY think GOD TO BE SUCH A
PITIFUL WIMP JUST MAKING WAR OR
PEACE “ON YOU PERSONALLY”?
Our people put their very lives on that line every
minute of every day and mostly MORE is expected
of them because they do so. It is frustrating, for
our people find it very, very difficult to “just say
no”—it is a genetic trait of our very structural
DNA-RNA system. In many ways it is not such a
good trait to haul around for the heart and soul of
a manifest “person” really takes a beating even
with “us” running “interference” in the game. The
hits are hard, mean and downright DIRTY. It also
requires a lot of Public Notices, it appears, to paddle
through the dark muck and into the lighted places of
the “Lion”. Most of “these” people are not Zionists,
Jews or Gentiles and they will claim at onset of
your relationships to be “of you” and yet they will
turn on you and actually kill you—in the BACK, if
at all possible—to keep from getting their slimy
persons caught in their own incredible lies and lack
of integrity. Moreover, people will follow “them”
for it is ever so much more fun to slowly torture a
being to death than [make] a clean break of some
reasonable sort. They like to boast and they are
liars from the beginning and you were TOLD IT
WOULD BE THIS WAY.
I have requested that the Distributors get a
small supply of Duke’s books and more can be
ordered on demand. We do not use materials that
we cannot offer as well except where impractical or
unavailable.
As to sequence of reading I think JEWISH
SUPREMACISM is more critical and then you can go
back to his first books to find why there is a question.
I am going to ask that the “PREFACE” be copied
in, dharma, so that we are not treading on toes or
copyrights. I only want a topic review and then I
expect interested parties to avail of the books.
I would add one thing: “Anti-Semitism and Jewish
chauvinism can only be fought simultaneously.” This
statement is by Israel Shahak, holocaust survivor and
Israeli Peace Activist.
This is the party/person to whom Mr. Duke has
dedicated his book. The dedication statement:
I dedicate this work to the late Dr. Israel
Shahak, a Jewish holocaust survivor and
Israeli citizen who showed the moral and
intellectual courage to challenge the Jewish
supremacism that endangers both Jews and
Gentiles.
This work is also in memory of the
innocent Americans who died in the
horrendous attacks of September 11, 2001.
The attacks were a tragic consequence of an
American foreign policy that puts Israel’s
agenda over the security and interests of
America.
[COPY EXCERPTS:]
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JEWISH SUPREMACISM
PREFACE
By David Duke
I promise that this book will challenge you. Its
amazing documentary evidence will confront some
of your most cherished beliefs.
If you can put aside, as best you can, the
prejudices you may have on this subject and even
preconceptions you might have about me
personally—you can more fairly evaluate the ideas
and evidence of this book. That is all an author
can ask of his reader; and I ask it of you. It is
my earnest belief that if you endeavor to keep an
open mind, what you read will surprise you.
The real power of this book comes from its
documentation from major sources. In fact, you
will quickly discover that most of my documents
about Jewish supremacism are from Jewish
sources. They argue more convincingly for my
point of view than anything I could write. I
encourage you to go to the sources that I quote
and check them out for yourself. In this book, I
take you with me on a fascinating journey of
discovery in a forbidden subject. I urge you to
courageously keep an open mind while you
explore the topics ahead. That is the only way any
of us can find the truth.
Some will defame this book by calling it antiSemitic. Yet, it is not considered anti-American to
examine historical mistreatment of American Indians.
No one calls it anti-Christian to talk about the excesses
of the Inquisition. No one says that it is anti-Muslim
to examine extreme elements within Muslim
fundamentalism. Is one considered anti-White for
documenting the history of Jim Crow in the South?
This book is NOT anti-Semitic; it simply examines
and documents the powerful elements of ethnic
supremacism that have existed in the Jewish
community from historical to modern times.
Any criticism of Jewish supremacism is
immediately condemned as “anti-Semitism”. The
chronic media recital of the horrors of the Holocaust
has made the term “anti-Semitic” morally equivalent to
the endorsement of mass murder. The word itself
shuts down reason and evokes heat rather than light.
The word is flagrantly overused; it is even used against
those who simply protest Israeli human rights violations
against Palestinians.
I am reluctant to begin my book by saying what
it is not. The media climate, however, forces me to
do so.
Due to the overwhelming power of the media to
distort what I say and write, I state emphatically here
and now that I no not oppose all Jews, any more
than an author examining the excesses of the
Inquisition opposes all Christians. Specifically, Jewish
Supremacism examines a long record of Jewish
supremacist ideology and history that has had a
powerful and damaging effect on both the Jewish and
Gentile world.
I will be the first to acknowledge that not all Jews
support or share in this supremacism. In fact, a
number of courageous Jews suffer greatly for
opposing it. This book is dedicated to the memory of
one of them: an Israeli professor, Dr. Israel Shahak,
a former professor at Hebrew University, who recently
passed away. Dr. Shahak believed that Jewish
supremacism has greatly harmed the Palestinian people
as well as the non-Jewish community the world over.
He offered strong evidence that Jewish radicals have
waged an unrelenting ethnic war against Gentiles since
the days of their sojourn in Egypt. Dr. Shahak
believed that this extreme chauvinism has helped bring
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about centuries of repeated anti-Semitic reactions,
ranging from the pogroms of Pharaoh to the horrors of
what is now called the Holocaust. He persuasively
argued that unless both Jews and Gentiles courageously
stand up against this supremacist agenda and its power,
it will continue to pose a sever danger to Jews and
Gentiles alike.
This book is ultimately about lessening both the
dangers and the hatreds between our peoples. This
cannot happen until both Jews and Gentiles hear the
other side of the Jewish Question, a point of view
currently forbidden n the modern world.
As I write these lines, I sit on a mountain in the
Colorado Rockies named after the Aspen tree, whose
shade I now enjoy. Its cylindrical leaves turn easily
in the cool breeze, reflecting the sunlight and affording
me a magical image. Through those glittering leaves
I can see snow capped peaks on the horizon. The
sight pleases both my eyes and my soul. From this
mystic place, I cannot see a single human being; only
the magnificence of Nature fills my eyes. Questions
of politics, culture, religion, nationalities, ethnicity and
race seem far away from here. From this vantage
point, the world and even Nature herself appear
serene. Yet, when I look closely at the scenic beauty
of Nature, I can see conflict and war that far eclipses
even the worst turmoil found in mankind.
Here on this mountain a never-ending struggle
rages of element against element and species against
species. The wind, rain and snow will someday level
these great mountains of rock. Even the flowing
stream, the ultimate symbol of serenity for many
people, violently fights for its life of movement against
the mountain. Indeed, in time this great mountain will
eventually succumb to even the tiniest rivulets of water
and the other erosions of Nature.
As I write in my notebook, two ants approach a
peach pit on the rock beside me. One ant is larger
and very differently equipped than the other. He has
his way over the smaller one, but the vanquished
creature runs back to his kingdom to report the great
store of sweet food. His relatives will seek to return
to the treasure before their competitors. The two tiny
breeds might even go to war over the morsel. My
eyes open to the war waged all around me.
On the mountain, the trees, bushes and grasses
compete for the sunlight and life itself. Smaller birds
keep wary eyes out for hawks. The flora and fauna
face the danger of death from the insects and parasites
seeking to consume them. Even within every life form,
a microscopic war rages. The more closely one looks,
the more intense the battle. In one cubic meter of rich
soil, there are more living creatures injured, killed,
eaten or even exploited and enslaved than all the
numbers of human beings on earth who have faced a
similar fate. Biologists could offer endless examples
of the never-ending battle for life and dominance
between life forms, enough to fill a million books the
size of this one.
Yet, oddly, it is this brutal struggle of survival
waged over a billion years that produced the serene
beauty that so touches my heart as I look out from this
high place. So, perhaps this mountain is not so unlike
the eternal battles among humankind. The historical
struggle between human races has played a powerful
role in our human evolution just as it has for all life
forms throughout the natural world. Its result for
humanity is no less breathtaking than the view from
this mountain. It produced a higher humanity that has
given us the art of DaVinci’s Madonna and Child,
the ultimate expressions of sublime love found in
Shakespeare’s Romeo and Juliet or Keats’ Ode on
a Grecian Urn.
The eternal struggle created the evolutionary
advances that enabled our kind to put our footprints on

the moon. It is still hard to grasp that human beings
have walked on another world and actually traveled to
the golden orb of light that mankind has gazed up at
with wonder for millennia. Could these things have
been achieved without the evolutionary struggle for life
and dominance that has driven us upward? An
argument can surely be made that it is this life and
death struggle for evolutionary fitness that produced the
beautiful and ultimate forms of love and achievement
that in turn give us meaning. This struggle created
the beauty in mankind and the glory of its creations, just
as a seemingly cruel Nature created the stark splendor
seen on this mountain I love.
So perhaps, up here surrounded by a magnificent
portrait of Nature, I am not in a world very far
removed from the human conflicts down below.
Most people see the seemingly serene vistas of Nature
and never guess the war that rages underneath its
aesthetic canopy. There are also those who are
unaware of the racial and ethnic wars boiling both on
and under the surface of humanity.
Although we fantasize about the peace-loving
nature of human beings, most of human history is a
record of tribal, ethnic or racial war of one kind or
another. For instance, the most read book on earth,
the Bible, records the bloody history of the conflict
between the Israelites and the other peoples of the
Middle Eastern region. It tells glorious stories of war
and shocking accounts of genocide. Anyone who
reads the Old Testament with unbiased eyes will
readily discern its dominant theme of racial and ethnic
supremacism. There are many blatant expressions of
ethnic supremacism:
* Israelites are a “chosen people,” chosen by
God above all the other peoples of the world.
* Israelites have a right to rule over all other
people and are promised that they will someday
own and rule over the whole world.
* Israelites boast of genocide against whole
peoples and kingdoms.
* Israelites are commanded to murder all the
people of the lands where they intend to live, and
to kill all the people of foreign nations that do
not submit themselves in slavery.
* Israelites are forbidden to make slaves of
their own people, but are encouraged to enslave
non-Israelites whom they may pass down as
slaves to their descendants forever.
* Israelites are forbidden to intermarry or “mix
their seed” with other peoples.
Few people dare to even acknowledge the blatant
racial supremacism of the Bible. And those who
become aware of the extreme Jewish supremacism in
the Old Testament tend to believe that such sentiments
are relegated to ancient times and have no influence
on the present. Jewish Supremacism, however,
shows that the powerful ethnocentrism of ancient
Judaism has continued to thrive to the modern day. I
will offer compelling evidence that Jewish
supremacism is alive and well in the 21st Century. It
has a dramatic and increasing effect on world events.
It can be said that I as a Christian also revere the
same Old Testament books of supremacy. The
difference, of course, is that the Christian New
Testament represents a profound shift from the Old.
In place of an “eye for an eye and a tooth for a
tooth,” Jesus Christ taught “turn the other cheek.” In
contrast to Jewish supremacism, Christianity offers
universal salvation.
Judaism bitterly rejected Jesus Christ and has
never enjoyed his teachings of love and tolerance. In
fact, not only did the Jewish high priests, the Pharisees,
pursue the crucifixion of Jesus Christ, these leaders
guided their faith in the opposite ideological direction.
It can be said that in addition to the crucifixion of
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Christ’s body, they killed his spirit in their own hearts.
It would be wrong to hate or persecute presentday Jews because of the role of Jewish leaders in the
crucifixion of Jesus Christ, but it is important to
understand the ideological, religious and ethnic war
born during those times.
From the earliest days of Christianity, Jewry
became its chief persecutor, for the Pharisees saw the
Christian salvation of both “Jew and Greek” as a
threat to their ethnic purity and supremacism. It
should be said that Judaism is also diametrically
opposed to the Muslim faith, which like Christianity
also has been interpreted as a universal message. Not
only did Jewish supremacists oppose Jesus himself,
they mercilessly persecuted his followers, the early
Christians.
Yet for fear of the Jews no one spoke
openly of him (John 7:13)
. . .for you suffered like things of your
own countrymen as they did from the Jews,
who killed both the Lord Jesus and the
prophets, and drove us out and displease
God, and oppose all men (1 Thessalonians
2:14-16)
Over the next few centuries, they codified Jewish
oral tradition and adopted the Babylonian Talmud as
their most important religious text. According to the
Universal Jewish Encyclopedia, it even supercedes
the Torah in authority. As Jesus Christ represents an
evolution of greater love and tolerance, the Talmud
only intensified the Torah’s chauvinism. I will
thoroughly document that fact from Jewish texts
themselves and through quotes from major Jewish
scholars who discuss the Talmud’s meaning. The
Talmud’s unashamed and frequent references to nonJews as animals and “supernal refuse”, as well as
accounts of boiling their enemies in semen and
excrement are expressions of racial hatred that would
have made Hitler blush.
I will prove this controversial statement in this
book and even show how mainstream Judaic
authorities, such as uncensored editions of another
major Jewish resource, the Jewish Encyclopedia,
confirm the Talmud’s hateful anti-Gentile teachings. I
will also show that rabid anti-Gentile teachings are still
promoted in modern times by many of the largest
Jewish publications, such as the most popular Jewish
newspaper in the United States, The Jewish Press.
More than any other newspaper, it sets the tone of
Jewish religious and cultural attitudes.
One of its primary religious authorities is Rabbi
Simcha Cohen, who has an instructional Dear Abbytype of column called Halachic Questions. Not long
ago Rabbi Cohen instructed his readers that the
Talmud denotes Gentiles as “animals” (as outlined by
Talmudic writings from Gemara Kiddushin 68a and
Metzia 114b). In another section he discusses how a
Jewish woman is not designated as a prostitute if she
has premarital sex with a Jew, but she is a whore if
she has any sexual relations with a Gentile, even if she
is married.
Marriage to a Gentile can never be
sanctified or condoned; such a liaison
classifies the woman as a zona… common
parlance interprets the term zona to refer to
a prostitute….
Another major Jewish publication, the Jewish
Chronicle, in an article called “Some Carefully and
Carelessly Chosen Words”, reveals that the Jewish
word for Gentile woman is the offensive Yiddish word
shiksa—meaning “whore”, from the Hebrew root,
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sheigetz (“abomination”). It also pointed out that a are superior to Gentiles in intelligence and morals, he
little Gentile girl is called shikselke, meaning “little would be mercilessly condemned by the media and
hounded out of politics as an anti-Semite. Yet, this is
female abomination.”
the stark admission by the former head of National
Affairs for the American Jewish committee. It should
Shiksa—the Jewish term for a Gentile
be emphasized that Steinlight’s words are not from an
woman, from the root word sheigetz meaning
offhanded or careless conversation, but are his
“abomination” or “whore.”
carefully chosen words from a major article he wrote
Shikselke—a Gentile little girl, meaning
for Jewish consumption, called “The Jewish Stake in
“little female abomination.”
America’s Changing Demographics”.
This volume will show that the official policies of
How would Jews and the media react if Gentiles
casually referred to Jewish women and little girls as modern Israel and many of the leading elements of
“Jewish whores” and “little Jewish whores”? Am I World Jewry still embody radically supremacist
now supposed to be labeled an anti-Semite because I sentiments and policies. Organized Jewish elements
simply dare to expose such hateful anti-Gentilism around the world doggedly pursue their own
proven in the two most influential Jewish newspapers supremacist agendas. Those agendas frequently
conflict with the interest of the host nations in which
in America?
The Talmud’s extreme supremacist teachings have they live.
My assertion that there exists a powerful,
certainly been a powerful factor in preventing
assimilation of the Jewish people with Christian and cohesive, worldwide Jewish supremacism finds
Muslim communities. Even though Jews have lived as confirmation in evidence mostly provided by the Jewish
only a small minority in Gentile nations for more than supremacists themselves. Their supremacism ideology
3000 years, major Jewish geneticists and finds clear enunciation in the foundation, structure and
anthropologists proudly assert that Jews have conduct of Israel, a nation unabashedly based on an
preserved their distinctive genetic identity. I will show ethnic supremacism. It is a state that has dispossessed,
how supremacist doctrines of fear and hatred of terrorized and grossly violated the human and civil
Gentiles, along with notions of Jewish superiority, are rights of the Palestinian people.
carefully instilled in every generation. Every young
Jew learns of the perfidious nature of the Gentiles from
WHAT IS JEWISH SUPREMACISM?
Pharaoh to Hitler. They are taught that they are
“chosen” above all people on earth: perhaps the
The definition of White supremacism from the
ultimate expression of ethnic superiority.
Random House unabridged Webster’s Dictionary
For those who still want to think Jewish denotes it as “belief in superiority over other races and
supremacism is a phenomenon of ancient Biblical retaining of control in all relationships.” Let’s take the
times, read the following words of Dr. Stephen definition and apply it specifically to the term Jewish
Steinlight, one of the leading Jews in America, who supremacism.
wrote these comments in October of 2001. Steinlight
Jewish supremacism—The belief, theory or
is no minor Jewish figure. He served for five years doctrine that the Jewish people are superior to
as the Director of National Affairs (domestic policy) all others and should retain control in all
in the most powerful and respected Jewish relationships.
organization in the United States, the American Jewish
As to the first part of the definition, this book
Committee. Steinlight confesses the rampant Jewish assembles powerful evidence that many of the leading
supremacism and disloyalty to America that permeates Jews of the world have a belief, theory or doctrine
the American Jewish community.
that they are superior to all other peoples. I will also
clearly show that they seek control in all
I confess it, at least, like thousands of
relationships with other peoples. David Ben Gurion,
other typical Jewish kids of my generation, I
Israel’s first Prime Minister, often called the “George
was reared as a Jewish nationalist, even a
Washington of Israel”, said specifically that he believed
quasi-separatist. Every summer for two
in the “moral and intellectual superiority” of the Jewish
months for 10 formative years during my
people. That sentiment is frequent in the writings of
childhood and adolescence I attended Jewish
Jewish leaders throughout the world. Imagine the
summer camp. There, each morning, I
outcry if the President of the United States pronounced
saluted a foreign flag, dressed in a uniform
that he believes in the moral and intellectual superiority
reflecting its colors, sang a foreign national
of the White race! The Jewish dominated world
anthem, learned a foreign language, learned
media have so shielded Jewish supremacists from
foreign folk songs and dances, and was
criticism that their most famous leaders can say such
taught that Israel was the true homeland.
things without fear of any repercussion.
Emigration to Israel was considered the
There was no outrage expressed by the world
highest virtue, and, like many other Jewish
press when Ben Gurion made his remark, nor did any
teens of my generation, I spent two summers
protest ensue from his supremacist prophecy quoted in
working in Israel on a collective farm while
Look magazine in 1962; a prediction that Israel would
I contemplated that possibility. More tacitly
one day sit atop a one world government. [H: Go
and subconsciously, I was taught the
back and read that sentence AGAIN!]
superiority of my people to the gentiles who
“In Jerusalem, the United Nations (a truly
had oppressed us. We were taught to view
United Nations) will build a Shrine of the
non-Jews as untrustworthy outsiders, people
Prophets to serve the federated union of all
from whom sudden gusts of hatred might be
continents; this will be the seat of the Supreme
anticipated, people less sensitive, intelligent,
Court of Mankind.”
and moral than ourselves. We were also
It also seemed cruelly ironic to his Palestinian
taught that the lesson of our dark history is
victims that there was little outcry when the
that we could rely on no one.
boastful terrorist Menachem Begin was awarded
the Nobel Peace Prize. Begin brags in his book,
If any Gentile politician dared to say that “typical The Revolt, about the massacre of over two
Jewish kids” are deliberately taught that their real hundred men, women and children at Deir Yassin.
loyalty is not to America but to Israel; and that Jews The world hunts down suspected Nazi war
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criminals, but gives a blood-stained Jewish one…
the Nobel Peace Prize! That one event should tell
us who is really supreme in the modern world.
The other necessary part of the definition of
supremacism denotes having control over other
races. I will argue that Jewish supremacists seek to
control the nations in which they dwell. They make
concerted efforts to dominate the two most critical
factors of power in the modern world, mass media and
government. This book provides documented
evidence of their incredible supremacy in these sectors.
This extreme concentration of power exists not only in
America, but in most of the major nations of the world
including Canada, Britain, Russia, France, Brazil and
many more. It is a universal pattern suggesting design
rather than accident.
ISRAEL: A JEWISH SUPREMACIST STATE
Israel came into being by massive ethnic cleansing
and displacement of Palestine’s indigenous population.
At the time of the Balfour Declaration in 1917, Jews
made up only 10 percent of the population of what
today is Israel. After the Zionist terrorists drove out
the British and expelled most of the Palestinian
population in 1947 and 1948, Jewish supremacists
established Israel. It still scrupulously preserves the
cultural and genetic identity of the Jewish people.
Israel protects its Jewish control over their ethnic
enclave by carefully guarding its ethnic makeup. It
bases its immigration on a genetic standard and limits
immigration almost exclusively to those of biological
Jewish descent. An atheist Jew from New York City
who has never stepped foot inside Israel is financially
encouraged to immigrate, while hundreds of thousands
of Palestinians whose families have lived there
thousands of years cannot return to their birthplace.
Israel is not a “multicultural nation.” It is
unashamedly a Jewish state devoted exclusively to the
interests, heritage and religion of the Jewish people. A
nation with a sizable Palestinian minority, it is certainly
the most rigidly segregated society in the world.
Separate schools exist for Jews and Arabs, separate
apartment complexes, separate neighborhoods and
separate settlements. Many policies adversely affect
Palestinians as compared to Jews. For instance,
Palestinians are forbidden from joining normal units of
the military. In spite of their 22 percent of the
population, (close to double that of African Americans
in America) there has never been a Palestinian
member of the Israeli cabinet. A former member of
Israel’s Supreme Court, Haim Cohen, described the
system that applies to Jews and Palestinians in Israel
as similar to “Nuremberg laws” of Nazi Germany:
…the bitter irony of fate which has led
the same biological and racist laws
propagated by the Nazis and which inspired
the Infamous Nuremberg laws, to serve as a
basis for the definition of Judaism within the
State of Israel.
I go deeply into the subject of Israel in the body
of this book, but I should not leave the subject now
without pointing out that the Jewish supremacism that
dominates Israel receives little negative press around
the world. Consider the positive press that Israel
receives as compared to the unanimous and universal
media condemnation that was heaped upon the former
Apartheid regime in South Africa. Condemnation of
South Africa was hypocritically led by an American
media thoroughly dominated by Israeli partisans.
I slowly became aware of a dual morality
permeating Jewish Gentile relations, Jews preach one
morality for themselves and preach another for the
non-Jewish world. Their highest morality is one of
racial pride, solidarity, tradition and self-interest. But
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they preached diversity and liberalism for their
perceived competitors. If such dualism did not exist,
how could the Jewish-dominated American media?
*
Support the nation of Israel, which
promotes Judaism in its schools, while
opposing even the singing of Christmas carols
in American public schools?
* Support the nation of Israel, which has
strictly segregated schools, communities and
facilities for Jews and Arabs—while
condemning segregated schools and housing in
America and South Africa?
* Support the nation of Israel, with its
restrictive “Jews Only” immigration laws, while
subverting American attempts to curtail even
illegal immigration?
* Support the nation of Israel, which allows
every Jewish citizen to carry a machine gun if
desired, while advocating gun control for
American citizens?
* Support the nation of Israel, which openly
states its mission to preserve the Jewish people
and heritage, while condemning Palestinians who
desire their own state, and scourging EuropeanAmericans who dare to advocate the preservation
of the Western heritage and culture in America?
* Always depict the historical relations
between Jews and Gentiles with the Gentiles
as evildoers and the Jews as innocent victims,
while condemning Gentiles as “anti-Semites” if
they dare defend themselves from such ethnic
slanders?
Perfect examples of the gaping double standard
can be found in the writings of the most important
editor in recent times of the most important newspaper
in America, A.M. Rosenthal of the New York Times.
Rosenthal is an enthusiastic, open-borders
multiculturalist for America, but a rabid closed-border,
Jewish supremacist for Israel.
Such double standards in the mass media raise
other questions. Why is the world press so myopic in
regard to Israel’s ethnic suppression? Is it reasonable
to suspect that the bias in the press could be a result
of preponderance of Jewish power? Regarding
subjects such as Jewish supremacism, this domination
certainly affords a reason why the term Jewish
supremacism, unlike White supremacism, is never
used by the press. Nor is the concept even explored.
Even when Meir Kahane called Palestinians “dogs”
and advocated forcibly expelling all Palestinians from
Israeli occupied territory, he was never referred to as
a Jewish supremacist.
On February 25, 1994, an American Jew, Baruch
Goldstein, entered a mosque in Hebron and machinegunned Palestinians at prayer, killing 29 of them.
Some Jewish groups in both America and Israel have
since made Goldstein a saint, building shrines for him
both in America and in Israel. Neither Goldstein nor
those who have built shrines to him are ever referred
to as Jewish supremacists or even as “anti-Gentiles.”
On the opposite hand, if a Gentile even dares to quote
the statement by Haim Cohen comparing Israel’s laws
to Nazi Nuremburg Laws, he will certainly find himself
labeled an “anti-Semite” by the media.
The double standard of world governments and the
press is often quite amazing. As I write these words,
the American President, George Bush, in the aftermath
of the World Trade Center bombings of September
11, is busily trying to stamp out terrorism as well as
wipe out “all the evil in the world”. He does not see
that goal as even the slightest bit too ambitious. Bush
announced that any nation that harbors terrorists will
feel the wrath of American bombs.
Not long after this pronouncement, Mr. Bush dined
with one of the world’s worst terrorists, the Prime

Minister of Israel, Ariel Sharon. As the world knows,
Sharon has a long record of terrorism and murder,
including responsibility for the massacre of 1500 men,
women and children in the Sabra and Chatila refugee
camps in Lebanon. During dinner, Mr. Bush did not
so much as drop an olive on Mr. Sharon. Unlike
hapless Afghanistan, no American bombs have fallen
on Tel Aviv for harboring terrorists. In fact, Israel not
only harbors terrorists, it has elevated many to be their
supreme leaders. Sharon is not the first terrorist who
made it to Prime Minister; some of the worst terrorists
who achieved that position are Begin, Shamir and
Barak.
The double standards never seem to end. When
an Israeli cabinet official, Rechavam Zeevi, was
assassinated by Palestinians, Sharon and some U.S.
officials denounced it as “terrorism.” But, if the
shooting down of Zeevi is indeed terrorism, what do
we call many years of Israeli “targeted assassination”
of hundreds of Palestinian political figures,
philosophers, clerics and poets? Why doesn’t the
press point out as well that Zeevi was himself a Jewish
supremacist who called Palestinians “lice” and has
advocated their forced expulsion from the occupied
territories?
One might argue that the existence of a
supremacist Israeli state does not necessarily mean
that the Diaspora (Jews outside of Israel) has the
same supremacist agenda. However, one should
consider the fact that organized Jewry all over the
world devotedly supports the supremacist state of
Israel. Secondly, there is ample evidence that policies
of Jewish supremacy extend far beyond the
boundaries of Israel. Powerful Jews in media and
government around the world frequently act to exert
control over the peoples among whom they live.
A WORLD WIDE AGENDA
Jewish groups formulate strategic agendas and act
in ways that they think will serve specific Jewish
interests. I think you will be amazed by the evidence
I present of the media and political power exercised
by Jewish supremacists around the world.
Organized Jewry can be clearly shown to have
had world-wide strategic objectives since the beginning
of the last century. For instance, an early 20th Century
goal of Russian and World Jewry was the overthrow
of what they considered to be the anti-Semitic, Czarist
government of Imperial Russia. Jewish communities
around the world supported the establishment of a
proto-Jewish, Communist regime in Russia. They
provided most of the leadership and financing for the
“Russian Revolution,” a revolution that was actually
more Jewish led than Russian led. Its chief financier
was in fact the New York Jewish capitalist and
extreme Jewish supremacist, Jacob Schiff.
One of the many startling documents I cite
comes from the National Archives of the United
States. It reveals that in the first government of
Communist Russia there were only 13 ethnic
Russians and more than 300 Jews out of a total of
384 Commissars. Let that startling fact sink in:
there were only 13 ethnic Russians in the first
Bolshevik government of the “Russian
Revolution”. The chief correspondent of the
London Times in Russia at the time described it as
nothing short of an “alien invasion” and takeover of
Russia by Jews. The same was said by our
American ambassador to Russia, David Francis, and
by American intelligence officers in Russia. Even
Winston Churchill described the Russian Revolution
as a takeover by Bolshevik Jews that had “…seized
the Russian people by the hair of their heads and
become the masters of this enormous empire.”
This is just a small preview of the startling
documents found in this book.
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The successful overthrow of a major national
government (and murder of its ruling family) as
part of a world Jewish agenda shows that even in
the early days of the 20 th Century they had
considerable world-wide economic, political and
media power. In the years since, their power has
grown exponentially. Most people are still
completely unaware of the paramount role of Jewry
in the origins of Bolshevism in Russia and the
spreading of Communism throughout the world.
The public’s lack of knowledge in the area
illustrates Jewry’s influential role in academia and
media. Otherwise, how could such important and
easily verifiable facts of history be kept from
common knowledge?
It also reveals the incredible cohesion and
coordination of Jewish power around the world that
can be mobilized for specific Jewish objectives.
Another example of the power they wield in the
highest councils of major nations was their
successful effort for the establishment of Israel.
From the issuance of the Balfour Declaration
(only very recently did the world learn that Balfour
was actually a secret Jew) to the founding and
continuing support for Israel, to the 2003 Iraq War,
they have shown the ability to get what they want.
Jewish supremacy has a hypocritical and a
jealous nature. If the people among whom the
Jewish supremacists reside would adopt programs
of ethnic loyalty and solidarity similar to the Jewish
supremacists, Jews could obviously not exercise
power and control, for they are only a small
percentage of the population. Only when the ethnic
and nationalist feelings of the host people are
diminished can Jewish supremacists accumulate
enough power to achieve their agenda. A clear
pattern of Jewish influence in academia,
government and media aims at weakening all ethnic
solidarity and loyalty among their host peoples, while
purposefully encouraging ethnic pride and solidarity
among Jews. There is a concerted effort to
weaken the group solidarity of Palestinians, Britons,
Frenchmen, Europeans-Americans, AfricanAmericans and among Muslims in the Arab world.
This pattern is present in all nations wherever there
are significant numbers of Jews.
Hypocritically, the same forces that support
Jewish supremacism have accused me of being a
“White supremacist.” I reject that epithet, for
unlike Jewish supremacists, I don’t seek to rule over
or control any other race; I simply want to preserve
my own heritage. Recognizing that there are
intrinsic differences in culture, behavior, tradition,
and even genetics among the different races does
not make one a supremacist. The truth be told,
most people naturally prefer the association of their
own racial or ethnic group; and frankly, most people
think of their group as the best. What constitutes
true supremacism is when one group tries to control
or be supreme over another.
DIVIDE AND CONQUER
Supremacist Jews fear and oppose all ethnic
solidarity other than their own. In the Western nations
they consistently oppose all organizations seeking to
preserve the interests and heritage of Europeans.
Likewise, in non-European nations, they consistently
work to break down the solidarity and homogeneity of
the prominent ethnic group. It is part of the Jewish
supremacist modus operandi to foment diverse
immigration and multiculturalism in every nation they
reside in (except of course, for Israel), as they see a
squabbling, disunited society as easy prey to their
intense and well-organized efforts at control. Dr.
Stephen Steinlight, the former officer of the American
Jewish Committee whom I quoted earlier, puts it in
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amazingly blunt terms:
For perhaps another generation, an
optimistic forecast, the Jewish community is
thus in a position where it will be able to
divide and conquer and enter into selective
coalitions that support our agenda.
In America, not only have they worked to weaken
the solidarity of European-Americans, they actively
opposed African American nationalist movements such
as Marcus Garvey’s movement and the Nation of
Islam. Those Black organizations simply desired to
preserve their own heritage rather than assimilate into
a multicultural society. Jewish supremacists
hypocritically want no one other than themselves to
be conscious of their own heritage and common
interests. They try to make other groups feel guilty
for even having pride in their own culture. They
paint ethnic pride and cohesion in other peoples as
supremacist or hateful.
A pertinent example of this divide and conquer
method can be seen in Palestine and Lebanon. Most
Palestinians and Lebanese are Muslim, but significant
numbers are Christian. Israel has actively promoted
hatred and civil war between Christians and Muslims
in the Mideast. One of the reasons that Ariel Sharon
arranged for the slaughter of Muslim refugees by the
Lebanese Phalangist militia forces in 1982 was to
promote bitter hatred and war among Israel’s Arab
enemies. The diaries of one of Israel’s former Prime
Ministers, Moshe Sharett, exposed the fact that this
was one of Israel’s main tactics. The destabilization
of nations by encouraging massive multiracial and
multi-religious divisions with nations—has been a longpracticed strategy of Jewish supremacists.
This attempt to break down their enemy’s ethnic
solidarity can be explained in the context of the
Palestinian people.
If Israel’s displaced
Palestinians fully assimilate in foreign lands with
their host populations and thus lose their identity as
Palestinians, they and their assimilated descendants
are certainly not as likely to support the Palestinian
cause. Jewish supremacists work as hard for the
assimilation of other people as hard as they work
against the assimilation of their own.
While they attempt to break down other people’s
ethnic loyalty, Jewish supremacist forces in the media
sponsor a chronic recital of historical anti-Semitism.
Such a focus has two objectives. First, it heightens
Jewish solidarity and worldwide support for Israel, and
secondly, stimulates collective Jewish hatred for the
Gentile world and thus lessens assimilation. The
recital of Gentile perfidy against Jews also protects
them from Gentile criticism, for if anyone dares to
criticize Jewish supremacism, he is painted as morally
equivalent to the purveyors of the Holocaust.
Another example of the great hypocrisy of the
Jewish supremacists can be seen in the intermarriage
issue. During his campaign for President, George
Bush found himself excoriated by the press for
speaking at Bob Jones University, an institution that
opposes interracial dating and marriage. Of course,
during the campaign, both George Bush and Al Gore
made many obligatory speeches for many Jewish
organizations. The irony is that every synagogue in
America and every major Jewish organization
vigorously opposes intermarriage of Jews with nonJews. Of course, this blatant double standard finds
no mention in America’s supposedly fair and free
press. Such exposure would not be good for
Jewish public relations.
There are thousands of books and movies,
many written, produced and marketed by
supremacist Jews that condemn doctrines and

movements of racial or ethnic supremacy among
non-Jews. Few books, however, dare to examine
the world’s oldest, most powerful and virulent form
of ethnic supremacism, Jewish supremacism. It
seems that if these supremacist Jews were honest,
they could better write about the supremacy they
know the most about: their own.
Of course, not all Jews are supremacist anymore
than all Germans were Nazis during the Hitler era, but
the fact remains that organized Jewry has pursued a
successful agenda that has amassed incredible power
in modern times. With the creation of Israel, they
have established the most ethnically supremacist nation
on earth. Even more importantly, they have managed
to acquire enormous power in many of the major
governments of the world (especially the United
States) and today they thoroughly dominate the world
news and entertainment media. My well-documented
chapter about the media will prove that their power is
far greater than you might suspect.
Those at the centers of political influence in the
United States and other nations are aware of the
intense power of the Israeli lobby. The Jewish
Lobby is the one lobby in Washington that no
American politician dares to forthrightly oppose. It
should disturb any patriotic American to think that
the most powerful lobby in America’s congress is
in the service of a foreign nation
SILENCING THEIR CRITICS
The extent of Jewish power is precisely why the
general public is unaware of it, for those who know it
also know the high price they would pay for openly
discussing it. In America, doing so can result in
damage of one’s reputation, or even the loss of
business or employment. Such truth telling can result
in threats, intimidation and even physical attacks by
groups such as the Jewish Defense League. The
Anti-Defamation League, a group that supposedly
opposes racial and religious supremacism, is always
busy accusing their critics of racial, religious or ethnic
intolerance, while they ardently defend and deny
Israel’s blatant supremacism. This Jewish supremacist
group can ruin the business or the political career of
almost anyone they choose.
Jewish supremacists have made an intense effort
to weaken the sense of ethnic awareness and loyalty
among Europeans. In our modern media’s political
correctness, it is considered “hate speech” for
Europeans to speak about their love for their heritage
and express their desire to preserve it. As a
European-American, I do believe that my people have
a right to preserve their way of life. At the same time
I recognize that natural right for all the different people
and nationalities of the Earth. For instance, how
odd it is that the Palestinians, who have been
ethnically cleansed from their own nation and
denied their most basic human rights, are so often
characterized as “anti-Semites” and “terrorists,”
while the “anti-Gentile,” Jewish supremacists who
have terrorized them and stolen their entire country
are little criticized by the world press.
Palestinians and those in the Arab world need to
understand that the source of their own plight comes
from the fact that European-Americans have been
prevented from defending their own national interests
and heritage just as Palestinians have been so
prevented. Palestinians will never find liberation in
their nation until European-Americans find liberation in
America from Jewish supremacism.
Although I am certainly an activist for EuropeanAmericans, I respect and applaud every people who
desire to preserve their own way of life and even more
vitally, their very existence of an ethnic entity. To me,
ethnic survival is the most basic of human rights. It
also is a fundamental human right for people to live
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under a government and also a news and
entertainment media that reflect their own basic values,
traditions, social and economic interests. A nation
under the power of an alien and destructive mass
media is equally oppressed as one under the power of
a foreign, occupying government. The increasing
globalism of the 21st Century, driven on by Jewish
supremacists, will continue to decrease the choices and
freedoms of all people. Moreover, it will endanger the
preservation of individual cultures, traditions, values,
religious beliefs and ethnic identities. The result of
globalism will be an enormous world government, one
that will crush freedom and diversity as a steamroller
would a flower.
The idea that government should represent its own
people and not any foreign power is the driving
principle of the Declaration of Independence and
America’s nationhood: the right of a people to have a
government of their own and for their own interests.
The preamble to the constitution of the United States
puts it succinctly when it talks of a government “for
our selves and our posterity”.
In America, the Jewish domination of key United
States government positions is amazing. During
President Clinton’s administration, the leading Israeli
newspaper, Maariv, described “warm Jews”, meaning
Jews loyal to the interests of Israel, as holding critically
important positions on the United States’ National
Security Council. Maariv stated that 7 of its 11
members are “warm Jews”.
The beginning of the 21st Century saw Madeline
Albright as head of the State Department, George
Tenet leading the CIA, William Cohen as the
Secretary of Defense, and Sandy Berger as chairman
of the National Security Council. All are Jewish.
Jewish Supremacism was primarily researched and
written during the Clinton Administration, and as such
offers a sliver of historical time. But, do not imagine
that the inordinate Jewish power diminished under the
administration of President George Bush. His
presidency began with fewer Jews in the most visible
positions, but the underlying government bureaucracy
that spans different administrations is as Jewish as
ever. A good example is Alan Greenspan who has
served as chairman of the powerful Federal Reserve
for many administrations of both parties.
In the National Security Council there has been
increasing Jewish consolidation from the first days of
the Bush presidency. Richard Sale of UPI on
February 28, 2003 wrote about Zionist Elliot Abrams:
“A staff shake-up at the National Security Council is
likely to mean the United States will take a harder
pro-Israel stance in the Middle East… Elliot Abrams,
the controversial former Reagan administration official
who President Bush last December appointed to the
NSC to take charge of the Palestinian-Israeli conflict,
has removed several staff members who were
regarded as even-handed on the issue.”
Jewish Supremacism will show specifically how
Jewish supremacists have used their political and
media power to impose their will on America and
other nations although their agenda clearly opposes the
true interests of those nations. An excellent example
is the American and British pursuit of the Iraq War.
THE IRAQ WAR
It is no accident that the two nations most under
the influence of Jewish supremacists, the United States
and Britain, launched a military invasion against Iraq in
March 2003. In going to war against Iraq, America
fought against itself. It launched a war certain to
cause more hatred and terrorism against the United
States, cost hundreds of billions of dollars, and will
inflict terrible damage to American economic and
diplomatic interests at home and abroad. Even more
importantly, it was a callous betrayal [of] the brave
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fighting men of the American military who should
never be put in harms’ way other than for the true
security and freedom of the American people.
The most famous influential and long-time
proponent of the war is the ardent Zionist, Richard
Perle, chairman of the Pentagon’s Defense Policy
Board. Perle and his wife were also founders of
JINSA, the Jewish Institute for National Security.
Perle and a well-networked cabal of Jewish neocons
(neo-conservatives) became the primary propagandists
for the war. They included many former prominent
Marxists, such as Norman Podhoretz, who opposed
the Vietnam War, but morphed into a conservative
hawk for Israel. Podhoretz has served as editor of
Commentary, the magazine of the American Jewish
Committee. Among the Jewish Neocons were Paul
Wolfowitz, Bill Kristol, David Wurmser, Douglas Feith,
Elliot Abrams, Paul Frum, Henry Kissinger and even
the former Marxist and Black Panther supporter David
Horowitz. Back in 1996, Perle was behind a report
entitled A Clean Break: A New Strategy for
Securing the Realm. It called for war on Iraq, yet it
was not written for the United States, but for the
incoming Israeli Likud Prime Minister Binyamin
Netanyahu. Once the Israelis decided to create an
American war against Iraq, they then had to
manufacture the rationale for the war, so they
trumpeted their reasons why America and the world
had to go to war and their Jewish allies in the mass
media collaborated. Of course, Israel was far more
guilty of every alleged transgression than was Iraq.
But, the Jewish supremacists in the media never would
draw the obvious comparisons—Here are some:
* Iraq has weapons of mass destruction.
Yet, Israel has one of the largest and most
deadly arsenals of biological, chemical and nuclear
weapons in the world.
* Iraq tried to forestall UN inspectors.
Yet, Israel has never even allowed any
inspections of its huge stockpile of weapons of
mass destruction. Israel has even blocked UN
investigations of Israeli war crimes such as
Sharon’s Sabra and Chatila massacre and the
mass murder at Jenin.
* Iraq had invaded and occupied its neighbor
Kuwait.
Yet, Israel invaded and brutally occupied
Lebanon for 18 years, killing over 20,000
civilians and destroying 100,000 homes.
* That Iraq had brutally occupied the Kurdish
areas of Iraq.
Yet, Israel has militarily occupied the three
million people of the West Bank and Gaza for 35
years, a brutal occupation that has killed and
maimed tens of thousands of Palestinians, forced
many into squalid concentration (refugee) camps,
tortured hundreds of thousands in its prisons,
and denied Palestinians of even the most
elementary human rights.
* That Iraq was a danger to the United States.
Yet, Iraq had never raised a finger against the
United States, while Israel had a long record of
terrorism and treachery against the United States
such as in the Lavon Affair, attack on the USS
Liberty and the Pollard spy case.
* That Iraq had violated UN resolutions such as
UN Resolution 1441.
Yet, Israel had violated more than three
times as many UN resolutions as Iraq, including
many supported by the United States. For 35
years, Israel has violated UN Resolution 242
demanding a complete Israeli withdrawal from the
West Bank and Gaza.
If a case could be made for war against Iraq for
the offenses claimed by the Jewish neocons and the

media, a far stronger case could be made for a war
against Israel! The war against Iraq was an immoral,
hypocritical war—a war fought for Israel and against
every vital interest of the United States of America.
It was a war that simply could not have been possible
without the Jewish-supremacist domination of both the
government and the media.
In America, supremacist Jews have become so
brazen in their power that they publicly punish and
humiliate anyone who simply acknowledges it. For
simply mentioning the obvious role of organized Jewish
community behind the Iraq War, U.S. Congressman
Jim Moran was actually forced to resign his
Democratic leadership post. Associated Press on
March 14, 2003, reports: “Rep. Jim Moran, D-Va,
was forced out of his party leadership post Friday after
a furor over his remarks about the role of American
Jews in a possible war with Iraq.” It is fascinating to
see Jewish supremacists exercise their power at the
very same moment they deny such power exists.
DEFENDING THE RIGHTS OF ALL PEOPLE
I see the value of all people preserving their
cultural, national and even genetic heritage. All people
have the right to preserve their unique identities,
including Jews. This book is about the fact that
organized Jewish leadership pursues those goals of
self-preservation and self-advancement tenaciously,
while consistently disallowing other nationalities and
races to act similarly in their own interests.
Their ultimate victory would cause not only the
loss of freedom, but also the destruction of the diverse
heritage and culture of all people on the earth. It is
my hope that all of us, all nations and every people,
while acknowledging our respective differences of
religion, race, culture and nationality—will work
together to defend ourselves from the one incredibly
powerful supremacism that threatens us all.
Much of this book is taken from my
autobiography, My Awakening. This book is
structured in the same fashion. It is an account of
my personal journey of awakening to the reality of
Jewish supremacism: the ultimate supremacism.
You will find its real power in the many direct
quotations from important Jewish sources, all of
which I carefully document with hundreds of source
notes for your reference.
Jewish Supremacism is a thesis in
autobiographical form. It is the story of my awakening
on the Jewish Question that began when I was a
young man beginning in the late 1960s. Most of my
fundamental understanding was in place by the end of
that decade, but my knowledge has grown much
deeper over the last 30 years. Since the 1960s, much
new scientific and political material has become
available. In recounting my awakening, I am not trying
to give the reader the impression that all the materials
or studies I cite were available in the 1960s. I weave
into this narrative contemporary data and
documentation so the reader has the benefit of the
latest information. Also, for reasons of coherence and
organization, I focus on one primary area of discovery
at a time, while in life the acquisition of knowledge is
not so neatly compartmentalized. The reader will find
some repetition in Jewish quotes that I find particularly
revealing. They are repeated when especially
pertinent to more than one topic.
Also, I would be remiss not to add that when I
write “I learned” or “I discovered” I take no credit for
original research, for my education on these subjects
came from innumerable authors and their books and
articles. I am in debt to them as well as to my many
supporters and friends who have educated me with the
insights and knowledge acquired in their own
awakening. I assemble, organize, analyze and
comment on materials collected by scholars and
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writers from ancient times to the present.
My preface finished, I must close my notebook
and come down from Aspen Mountain. In doing so,
I realize that I am not leaving the Natural World, for
its laws continue in the world of human conflict below.
The struggle for life and freedom exists among the
different varieties of mankind as certainly as it does for
every form of life and energy on this mountain.
Taking part in the struggle for my own people’s
life and freedom is as natural as the flow of the
crystal stream running down the mountain beside me.
It is my hope that the European people, the Palestinian
people and indeed, all people of the world, are
permitted the most basic human right of all: to live—
to preserve their own unique cultures, freedom and
identity. To do so, they must resist the earth’s ultimate
supremacism: Jewish supremacism.
I would be a fool not to realize the danger to my
own life, reputation and freedom that I face by
exposing Jewish supremacism. But, as a loyal
European-American; as a patriotic citizen of the United
States and also, as one who sincerely wishes for
justice for all people of the world—my duty is clear.
So, coming down from Aspen Mountain, I see the
stream next to me. It follows its course.
So will I.
David Duke
Former Member of the House of Representatives
State of Louisiana, United States of America
[END COPY]
***
We have been as diligent as possible to reproduce
this as written by the author. It had to be copied
because of no access to other resource at the moment.
We honor all authors to whom we bring attention and
our commitment is to make an effort to, if possible,
never take anything out of context or fail to mark any
interpretation of comment.
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Sell-Out in Paradise:
One Zog Bog after Another
12/05/05—#1 (19-111)
Mon., December 5, 2005 9:26 A.M. YR 19, DAY 111
Manila, Philippines
RE: USUAL MISH MASH HEADING FOR THE
NEXT ZOG BOG—DJE
* * *
SELL-OUT IN PARADISE
We will be extremely busy these next few days
and as you can fully appreciate we have overloaded
the circuits, and the people, already—but we do the
bulk when we can and when best appropriate for the
others involved in paper production and frustrations.
Cmdr. has never been, of all things not, a slackoff. Moreover, he gives faster than I can either
receive or type. So be it for at the least we anticipate
some areas of consideration as to “action” upcoming.
No, don’t rush to update anything for we are a
long way from being able to even consider much of
anything outside our nose to this grindstone until worn
off sufficiently to keep it out of others’ business.
We have certainly learned the humor in
“imminent” and especially after coming to Philippine
time and space where crying doesn’t help and neither,
it seems, does any other kind of prodding or push.
Bribery might work but I haven’t seen it do so yet!
I know that time spent in limbo sorting the VKD
“barrage” is worth every minute in order to get past
the trash, garbage, fraud and into ability to do
something when we wade through the equal ongoing
hassles so abundantly found here.
Digging, however, seems to produce the same, but
different, results in gaining more backup, documents,
court rulings of the non-tampered variety and each step
is a bit of celebration.
Yesterday some of our people, sans us, went to
investigate a big project to be turned into a major rail
terminal, shopping center, etc. It is rather fun to note
that the whole thing IS ON OUR LAND! That
indicates a major fraud working in titling land around
these parts and some of the Tiapans involved might
just get serious. The land is not yet utilized so it is
clear and Cenon is off today to dig up maps, final
rulings, etc. before they go to confront and negotiate.
This could mean “nothing” or “possibly something”. We
just want some BIG PLAYERS on our side to push the
courts into having to let us in to our assets at that Bangko
Sentral. If we thought courts and “justice” were bad
in the U.S. (WHICH IT IS), it is nothing compared to
here where manipulation, stonewalling and actual
breaking of their own laws is mandatory action.
We note today, however, that the “opposition” is
getting a bit more restless as the team of President
Gloria Arroyo (GMA), former president Fidel Ramos
(FVR) and House Speaker Jose de Venecia (JDV)
ARE ACTUALLY DOING NEGOTIATIONS WITH
CHINA TO SELL OUT THE MAJOR ASSETS OF
THE PHILIPPINES. Oh, good gosh, they say it is
because there are no funds to maintain so sell-off is
the only way to go—by force of outside pressures.
Well, again, we’ll see what it takes to even get
attention! Those three parties certainly DO NOT want
to hear anything about us or this Foundation. Hanging

in the streets is not nearly sufficient for these
incredible acts of treason.
Worse though, is that in an effort to get it done
and get out quickly they have to push harder to avoid
our ability to solve these problems.
It is time for the head honcho Chief Justice of the
Supreme Court to step down and be replaced by the
end of this month. Wow and oh wow! Will it be
worse or better? Well, it can’t be “worse”. This one,
Divide, has done EVERYTHING he has touched with
total breaking of the laws and THE CONSTITUTION.
He personally saw to it that unconstitutional GMA was
sworn into office without any legal merit AT ALL.
Will people get upset enough to change things?
Only GOD knows—not even our hairdressers as the
old Miss Clairol ad went.
We are constantly given dates for “change” and
we ignore them for like “imminent” it seems
NOTHING happens. Now we are again told the
change will be by mid-January. We don’t even ask
what happened to the reported “mid-November”!
Now, in addition, today some of the armed forces have
threatened heinous things if GMA doesn’t resign in seven
days. I would certainly suggest that it probably wouldn’t
do a thing except look as stupid as it has become.
By the way, don’t err in assuming because we use
the term “Taipan” that it means “Chinese” necessarily.
Even though the major Tiapans here in the Philippines
are basically “Chinese” they are successful FILIPINO
BUSINESS MEN.
Yes, they do have Chinese names like Go, Sy,
Tieu, Tan and so forth—but they have made their way
HERE and not “there”. We wallflowers are just
starting to dance with some of them. We are
confident that MONEY will get some attention one of
these days when a “clear title” is important enough to
be able to build and do it right.
We note that these businessmen stay pretty much
OUT of public political hassles but are POWERFUL
when the rubber meets the road. Moreover, they are
not afraid of the Big Boy foreigners and the ones we
know best have their own banks so that with reserves
they can move smartly ahead as they please. The
major thing is to bring TRUTH and POTENTIAL to
their serious attention after getting through the
interceptors blocking all access. We WILL get there
if we just live long enough and if not, then our buddies
who are getting more functional and daring can, we
believe, later push some things right through the
“uprights”. We have kept the controlling parties in
number enough to maintain control and all who come
now are simply added to the Advisors list. They can
dicker all they like, gain all they want and yet we can
remain strong since we are NOT listed as other than
a FOUNDATION and we at Global Alliance are
keeping the corporation so tight as to negate playing
games. Same with Cosmos Seafood Energy Marketing
Ltd. WE WILL NEVER “GO PUBLIC” OR ENTER
ANYTHING ONTO A STOCK EXCHANGE OR
PUBLIC OFFERING OF ANY KIND. BOY, THAT
IS A LESSON “LEARNED”!!!
We simply keep no profile in the U.S. as we have
no need for more than our corporate address. We
keep a phone listing here but “do no business” so that
we remain clean, clear and open for all inspections.
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Moreover, either or all entities can do business as
appropriate with ANY ongoing or already listed
company and remain with our position in our major
functioning companies. Twenty-five years of hard
lessons in Corporation structure and knowing the laws
regarding Foundations, etc. is worthy of note. The
alliance can even maintain a fully debt-ridden company
as we too will borrow any funds and leave the security
secure. CONTRACTS are very good!
I simply cannot handle having anything ever again.
We can make it with a bit of help and some loans and
a few “perks” in lieu of pay and, along with our pensions
which are not very large—MAKE IT THROUGH.
We will pay debts and keep it simple and move
right on as we are. Even the price of gold is “on our
side”. I wonder how much 400,000 tons might be
worth even today? We are confident it is enough to
support with our reserves, when recognized, and do
the jobs waiting—along with meeting our needs for
resources expended and holding for accomplishing this
journey to “Paradise” to put this program together and
make it functional.
If the bad kids have actually stolen the gold that
is supposed to be in that vault they will then certainly
have to accept our reserves while they GET IT
BACK. That, however, is for the higher-source
management “team” to both determine and get the key
to the vault.
It remains interesting to note that we still feel
“without” as Christmas approaches and our hearts and
dreams want to give, give, share and give! All the while
the very meaning of CHRIST is in the unfolding and the
abundance is beyond price or ability to count. We can
certainly go one more season while pushing a bit harder
on “toting that barge” and “loading that bale”. Our own
camel is standing by awaiting his load even if our backs
can’t handle many more shocks of straw.
I feel extremely grateful for E.J. because he
doesn’t get as absolutely frazzled as do I. He not only
has to sort and know what to do but has to accept and
integrate all that is poured in through me (big job every
day as the secretary taps away) and meanwhile has
to have all the answers for the dear people who have
no idea what they are doing. Ah but—bless our little
team as THEY ARE LEARNING! Doing business
with GOD is an interesting turn of events and attitude
adjustments. Well, it is the price of having someone
to run interference for us as we paddle along in our
flimsy canoes. I can even see WHY we aren’t given
the whole of the story for we are an incredible bunch
of impatient and opinionated experiencers. But, we
are ready to be ready. Prepared? Hard to evaluate
our position on that matter.
We have taken a few gallons of water to our
catch and hold cell down below and kept plenty here
(Continued on page 10)

NO TRUTH IN HER
(Picture Next Page)
VK Durham, would-be Queen of the World,
as seen in a picture taken eight years ago,
holds out a false image of herself to the world
on “her” website <TheAntechamber.Net>.
Such deception would be merely pathetic if
it weren’t for the fact that VK Durham has done
everything in her (limited) power to prevent
fruition of God’s Plan by disseminating false
information around the world which MUST be
confronted and opposed by truth. (See Public
Notice, page 15.)
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in case the water system goes down. It is serious
time here as water is pretty bad already. Fortunately
there is a holding tank on top of this building but not
enough to last through an emergency longer than a
couple of days and NOTHING is fixed or replaced in
just a “couple of days”. Ah indeed, First world chaos
in Third world existence.
We have to note that the U.S. has turned into a
true and verifiable “police state” and getting more
locked down by the minute. Why couldn’t we have
seen it before it happened?
This place is a confusing mess of everything and
certainly we have grown to love having the police ON
DUTY when they aren’t creating the crimes to begin
with. However, it is truly wide open for various things
to happen—IF WE CAN GET ON WITH IT.
There is one thing to consider about such as the
U.S., however, in considering the status of all things
considered. It was pronounced 25 years ago by an
outstanding Jewish lawyer and his associated
organizations that the U.S. is the “now” “homeland” of
Israel. I have taken a bashing from some persons we
know and disrespect on that topic but it is nonetheless
now RECOGNIZED by everyone as to being so.
The “good” part of that plight is that total
destruction of the nation as a whole is not healthy for
the “take-over” people. We are confident that “useless
eaters” will be sorted and somehow put away—but
there has to be a fundamental base of citizens to remain
productive for the use of the slave-masters.
The same hard-line players are infiltrated HERE
as well and certainly we do not expect easy “give up”
nor do we expect full-out change—BUT, we have
something they want and it is not going to be too good
for them to simply “take it”—we dream on. The facts
are it would be more intelligent on their part to let it
work and then try for the real prize. So yes, we
expect that event to come about as well. But NO, we
have had NO shelter or help from any of those Big
Boys VKD has promised and bleated about sheltering
our assets. We do not “fool” ourselves. Moreover,
we have learned the HARD WAY along this journey
strewn with land mines.
I have been caused to consider whether or not it
is reasonable to share things and have been
encouraged to just be careful with identification of
certainly parties involved and don’t leave open an
attack route from the Internet Chambers of Horrors,
Lies and Disinformation. It is just that we don’t want the
headaches it brings for otherwise it can only help us.
We can limp along but we have NEVER
considered ourselves either more important or more
special than any other of YOU. That is just a fact
and therefore we need to share as much as we can
so that you too can participate, if nothing more than in
the mind and soul. That, after all, is ALL WE
REALLY HAVE ANYWAY.
We are in a place now where we can see the
frantic push of commercial focus as Christmas nears
and, as well, the anticipation of many of the
independent people going out of business immediately
after the big fling. Nothing, however, really hides the
blight creeping across the globe as we all play at
games of pretend, hide your eyes and seek to find
something instead of the “ugly”.
It looks like, from this distance, that even the
Katrina mess in New Orleans is getting worse and
worse as people remain displaced and most don’t
want to change from their newly-found security that
they did not find BEFORE the big rainy day in August.
It is no better in Indonesia and for goodness sakes,
they can’t even collect enough money through aid or
the UN to get the Pakistani displaced people through
the winter. Depopulation is dead ahead—full steam.
And yes indeed, it must start with the most miserably

downtrodden and hurting people on the face of the earth.
They will just die and go away for their voices are
silenced with the whim of the controlled media. It does
in fact, make China look ever so much better than I had
been taught to recognize. Freedom? My goodness,
whatever in the world can THAT mean? Who will ever
take note of the death and disease in Botswana, Africa?
Well, we have some good news from some areas
as there is serious consideration of the massive
programs for MAJOR irrigation projects moving right
on in Sudan and India. When those areas begin to
“bloom again” we will have both feet in the door even
if they are a bit mangled from the scrunching. These
people are getting SERIOUS. So, to VKD I would
have the following to comment: WE HAVE BEEN,
AND ARE BEING, INVESTIGATED AND
FRANKLY, NOT FOUND WANTING. And THAT
is a good enough Christmas gift for me. VK has NOT
fared as well. Trust? Gee whiz, go for it for we only
will use a tiny portion of the whole of the asset.
Unfortunately for her, however, we hold the corporation
which owns the asset. We hope everyone in the world
who wants something will just go to her straight away.
Do we tremble in our shadows? Goodness NO!
GOD WINS, people—not the adversarial frauds.
However, everything has to be established within the
law(s) and documented for it is a human process and
“magic” games won’t cut it. We must, however,
continue to hold the scrimmage line. There are too
many ways to fumble the ball and super-glue is not
allowed on the ball itself because of a recognized
cause of sticky-finger disease.
Things always have their own special brand of sick
humor and here is one to share when realizing that this
country is totally bankrupt: We are drawing up legal
papers announcing to the “people in charge” (I don’t
know who that might be) terminating the zillion-year
LEASE contract with the Philippines for use of our
Foundation gold. Now, realize that the lease payment
has not been made and is now owing up to into the
hundreds of billions of dollars. BUT, we have
documentation that recognizes the contract AND an
extension on that contract after it concluded and
which expires now along with 2005.
The lease payments were apparently made up
through 1968 and thus Mr. Marcos must have, as
President, honored some of the agreements. We just
smile and watch the lawyers enjoy themselves on the
right side for a good change.
Our “judge” will come to the meeting tomorrow
and can clarify his rulings because he is EKKERS’
lawyer—to keep us out of trouble and preserve
GAIA’s position. Since he updated all the rulings on
the Foundation assets “last” then he is a true asset all
in himself and yet keeps totally without conflict of
interests in the legal matters. It helps us make better
choices. Of course it matters little in the outcome for
the most part as we find that the Court of Appeals has
no jurisdiction in our matters but stalls everything
ANYWAY. Oh well——!
Please remind me again what it’s all about, Alphy!
I’m asked how in the world we “keep up”? We
don’t! Perhaps it is actually better this way. I just
wish to be a little bird watching them get a
cancellation of our “lease” arrangement all nicely legal
and terminated. That will be followed by a BILL!
On the way home from across the driveway just
now I realize just how this hurts and that hurts along
with no air, bad air and lungs that don’t do well with
any of it anyway and I realized the whole problem. It
actually made me feel better about everything in general
to just realize the problem is: I’m “ALIVE”. It made it
ever so much better even to have to stop every third
step. “Alive” is good compared to the alternative.
As to the other interesting challenges in our
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lives? Well, one is the new little Singer sewing
machine which I have been tempted to toss out that
25th floor window. I cannot so much as program a
VCR and that was before DVDs. The machine is,
ok, Singer—right? Perhaps as one model comes
from China (mine) two others from Brazil and
NOTHING from the U.S. inclusive of
“instructions”. What an exasperating game as we
can’t get bobbins that fit and are “out of stock”
and nothing worked at all anyway. Ah but, not to
be outwitted by a machine with a needle in it—I
persevered and after using 25,000 feet of thread I
did, by golly, sew a six inch repair seam. I then
proceeded to sew on some nightgown lace having
parted from its place some seven years ago. Now I
have the thing stuck in “zig zag”. My goodness, I can’t
even thread the needle as I’m sure they have changed
to needles with no eyes. Now Ellen can see why I
need those 4 power readers. I can see that getting
those pants all shortened and taken-in (good for the
spirit to need it) is somewhere between zero and
minus-100. Of course I bless TwoBy for the machine
for I am truly grateful but often point my finger at him
and blame him for thinking of me. I “used to be” so
good at those things and now I can’t figure out where
the light is. EJ is smart enough to stay OUT of the
room during these training sessions. Problem is that
there is nobody else to show you how—all those
people who help are out of stock as well. I will,
however, have pillowcases with at least seven seams
along each side—including the side in which you are
supposed to insert the pillow. Where are those
scissors—that came with the machine—free no less.
I do love the way these people handle things,
however. They present you with an instructions book
that covers some 4-5 different models of machines. The
first task is to try and decipher just which model is in front
of you and go from there. Come to think of it, one seam
might have been a miracle I fail to fully appreciate.
What did impress me was that in this land of
Wonderment they do have perhaps four or five
“manual” machines with treadles. Amazing it is for
two of them are made to use “cams” for different
stitches up to 36 different ones. I started sewing on
an old treadle machine and was so tempted but it was
out of my price range and had to come with a cabinet
(obviously, Doris) and there was no way to justify
such an exercise toy. I’m not sure that I can longer
walk and talk at the same time and much the less,
move those feet and stitch at the same time. Perhaps
some day after riches, I will give it a try for there are
so many here who would give a finger to have such
a treasure when I go away. I just can’t get over how
truly helpless we are when we are without electricity.
Moreover, I am confident that will be one of the
biggest things to take away from us so that nobody
has any idea even how to survive. Just cut the power
which cuts communication and all else falls down
according to plan—even ability to purify water enough
to scrape by. My goodness, we slept far too long!
I will make an effort to get a note off, at the least,
to our children to explain why one more year they
have to rely on old Santa for that sack full of goodies.
Our time is coming and now I can always make them
some pillowcases which NO ONE WANTS, but not
this year for sure. So watch the pretty trees and enjoy
some wassail and hum if you can’t sing along.
Please, each of you, tend yourselves well and find
joy—for too soon it is a consideration as to just
breathe regularly. God blesses us each and we have
to assume that if he chose us, we must be able to
perform. When HE says: “Take my hand and I’ll fly
you there!” note that I am packed and READY and
look forward to seeing a lot of friends.
D
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Divine Plan Laid Forth:
You Must Do the Work
11/30/05—#1 (19-106)
Wed., November 30, 2005 7:45 A.M. YR 19, DAY 106
Manila, Philippines
RE: LET’S TALK THE FACTS MA’AM:
CREATION MYTHOLOGY AND EVEN A BIT
ON THE PHILIPPINES!—GCH/d
* * *
HAVING YOUR INTEREST HELPS!
Most of you have long forgotten the early
messages which we poured forth and sometimes
two books a month and this continued until in this
19 th year we have published hundreds of volumes
and have as many more waiting for the press as
participation in “events” and “jobs at hand” took
precedence.
To you who might be waiting for our more
earthly adventures to conclude in our favor I want
you each to know that YOU (yes, YOU) are, IF
INVOLVED, carefully chosen, respected and CAN
PERFORM AS NECESSARY IN THE CAPACITY
OF YOUR POSITION—AS ACCEPTED BY YOU.
It is time to further remind you of how things
WERE AND ARE! Debating and arguing over
opinions and perceptions is fine but unworthy of
righteous realization. You ask God for help and
solution, HE SENDS IT, and you argue and turn
away in your bog-fog of what OTHERS say or do
and pronounce upon you. So be it.
I again have your attention as we speak of
those “extraterrestrial” things and beings still quite
invisible to your sensing manifest bodies. Mostly
this is because you have now been trained as
puppets to accept what the enforcers of “how it
will be” have drummed into your brains and
subconscious minds like daily poison.
The ancient elders REMEMBER but quickly
now that too shall pass for the very tribal
“Wisdomkeepers” are moved on and the “modern”
world with its vices and hate has replaced the
TRUTH. Crying over it will not help for just
“knowing” does nothing if action is not forthcoming
in some level of understanding. Sometimes you
simply have to find a level of acceptance in that
which is sent to help you in trust and faith of
recognition. DISCERNMENT IS ALWAYS
MANDATORY
LEST
YOU
BE
LED
COMPLETELY ASTRAY AND DEEPER IN
DESPAIR.
I am not going to have my scribe take the
hours required to completely re-present that which
is already written but it is certainly time that you
refresh your memories and yes, indeed, get the
books AGAIN and actually help, at the same time,
carry the burden which must be borne by the load
carriers in this venture through the worst of time
and space on your planet.
I have no need to be dramatic or frightening for
what we offer has long been offered and expected
while the ultimate PROMISE was that the “word
would go forth to the four corners of the world that
all would be reminded and warned of that which
would follow.” That being noted as we write in

this new Millennium already now moving into its
sixth year. This means that what we wrote on this
particular topic in 1992 is now over a decade ago.
Two volumes to bring to your attention are THE
DIVINE PLAN VOL. 1, Journal No. 50 and
DIVINE PLAN VOL. 11, Journal No. 57.
Therefore you will note that a very, very important
series of Journals came in the middle called the
TANGLED WEBS Series: The Funnel’s Neck,
Marching to Zion and Sex and the Lottery. Each
one is as important as another so don’t be
stingy with yourself for this is the truth of the
journey and unless you KNOW it you cannot
possibly participate.
As to you who would want more about “stargazing” I suggest you also consider the Journals we
offered on Pleiades and the Cosmos along with
whatever Cosmology was allowed to remain in our
“rewritten” journals for some of the first were
BANNED BY THE COURTS.
Some of the books will by now be out of print
but I do believe it is time to again run a list of
Journals available for readers’ information and
consideration.
It will probably also be noted as you acquire
books that there is OLD information as to publisher,
etc. I THEREFORE ASK THAT EVERY BOOK
SHIPPED BE GIVEN AN INSERT, IF OTHER
THAN CURRENTLY APPROPRIATE, WITH
CORRECT PUBLISHING INFORMATION.
THOSE INSERTS CAN BE PRINTED IN BULK
WHERE NECESSARY AND SIMPLY NOTED
AS EACH ORDER IS FILLED.
Please know that every cent from the Journals
moves back into keeping publication, especially of
the paper, going. And no, readers, most of your
acquaintances will STILL think you are somewhat
NUTS. Nobody WANTS to hear TRUTH for it is
uncomfortable and, if believed, requires assumption
of some responsibility of which nobody wishes to be
saddled as long, especially, as “someone” (anyone)
ELSE will bear the burden while you “wait”. It
really is a lonely task at this station while the jobs
are myriad indeed. Energy is oozed out like
hemorrhaging wounds from my people for it is for
“me” they bear this load and it is most often
unacceptable for dharma cries out that it is “enough
already”. Well, until we are finished it is NOT
ENOUGH ALREADY OR OTHERWISE.
A petition of the moment has now represented
that camel’s back-breaking “straw” that bewilders
and brings hurt to the heart as one more “take-on”
comes up from an already overloaded entropy pile
and which has nothing to do with our program—but
relatives of others with a severe back-problem.
Where does it stop? It doesn’t, don’t you see?
Turn from the moment, dharma, and let us
consider our ongoing writing here underway. I think
it better in wisdom to ask you to, before we move
further, copy the back cover of the Divine Plan
Vol II. YOU NEED TO BE ALSO REMINDED
OF THE “PLAN”—THE UNFOLDING AND
COMMITMENT “ACCEPTED” FROM “THEE
TO ME”.
[COPY: Summation, Oct. 1992:]
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GOD, TOO, HAS A PLAN 2000!
DIVINE PLAN, VOL. II
By Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn
A Phoenix Journal
[Excerpt from front cover:]
“In the beginning is reflected that which would
come to be.”
WILL YOU COME AND WALK WITH ME? I
AM BUT YOUR BROTHER COME TO HOLD THE
LAMP UNTO THINE STEPS THAT YOU MIGHT
ALSO FIND YOUR WAY HOME. BUT IT IS FOR
YOU WHO MUST DETERMINE THE DWELLING
PLACE OF YOUR CHOICE FOR FATHER HAS
MANY MANSIONS AND MANY PLACEMENTS
AND ONLY YOU CAN DETERMINE WHEREIN YE
SHALL DWELL.
[Now to the back cover for a quoted excerpt:]
“Did you not KNOW that God Creator has a
Divine PLAN for the unfoldment into LIGHT? Would
HE who cherishes you as self allow you no port unto
which to enter and find refuge? Ah, but you thought
- - -? No, if you perceived there would be no plan by
which that of evil would be put down, then you erred
in knowledge and must attend, better, your lessons.
YOU turn from GOD—GOD TURNS NOT FROM
YOU—EVER!
“How think you, however, that you can understand
and act wisely and clearly upon or within a ‘Plan’
when you are still in ignorance as the babe with
experience yet to be unfolded? You must learn that
which was in the beginning and understand that which
has come to be and now, WHICH IS! Although it may
seem unclear and the doubts beset your way—in your
reason you can know that which IS by its signs and
actions all about you—NOW. These things did not
come upon you only in the yesterday—these things of
today have grown and become the octopus smothering
you—since onset of the ‘play’.”
[END COPY]
Perhaps I need to also refresh the reader’s
memory in that “dharma” has NEVER received even
one cent from any of the books, the paper or any
product which she herself had to “create” and bear
responsibility. I tell you this because it is somehow
“assumed” that any work FOR GOD must be returned
with boundless wealth as enemies shout and spew,
total joy and luxury, etc., etc.
NO, that assumption is incorrect.
In the early writing days, the GREENS of
America West Publishers did clear about $200,000 a
year and did “take” the first 50 Journals as their own.
They literally “stole” 110 THOUSAND volumes and
which were ordered RETURNED, by the courts.
There was an additional “Settlement Agreement” with
an additional $25,000 plus $1,000 “sanction” which was
never collected by failure of the lawyer to do other
than spend the Trust Funds while rendering NO
SERVICE. Nothing ever happened as somehow
George Green “misplaced” them and then said they
were destroyed by a flood in, yet, Carson City,
Nevada. It is much like the gold that Green buried in
his backyard for himself which belonged to “us”.
Now, please, realize that perhaps dharma has a bit of
a right to feel somewhat used and a lot abused. By
the time of “collection”, finally concluded, Ekkers were
in the Philippines so nobody carried the “ball”. Oh
well? Oh well.
Hatonn will fix it? Indeed, I CERTAINLY AM!
Meanwhile we LEARN OUR LESSONS!
A recognition you all must come to appreciate is
that GOD PROVIDES THE “WAY” AND THE
“WORD”—YOU MUST DO THE JOB.
GOD HAS A DIVINE PLAN TO MOVE INTO
PLACE IN THIS TIME AND SPACE BUT “YOU”
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ARE THE HANDS AND FEET WHICH SHALL
“CREATE”
THE
MANIFEST
AND
ACCEPTABLE WAY. WE GIVE “YOU” THE
PLAN AND “THE WAY” BUT IF YOU WANT
CHANGE AND COMPLETION—YOU SHALL
DO THE WORK. THAT IS THE BOTTOM-LINE
WHICH SOMEHOW RELIGIONS FAIL TO
SHARE WITH YOU IN YOUR JOURNEY TO
“SALVATION” AND “RAPTURE”. SO BE IT.
God has now provided you with the most important
one holding on the face of the globe along with the
very ability to back it with HARD COLLATERAL
COMMODITY. And yet still we must confront the
dragon-King at every breath. Well, you were never
promised a Rose Garden or even thornless roses of
any kind. Many come and many claim to want to
participate UNTIL —— ! The minute there is
personal “call” there is an evaporation process which
takes place and people learn to become “invisible”—
a trick we can all appreciate.
Ours is not to “complain” but neither is ours to be
the endless “Goodie two-shoes” or “Pollyanna”
grabbing at Pandora’s leftovers from the “Trouble
Box”. Blame comes from every direction and
insinuations of our “taking” and living somehow in
“life-styles” of luxury while hiding assets from certain
individuals who actually have better knowledge as to
truth than what is publicly offered in accusation-mode.
The debts will be repaid but as with the sharing, it was
well understood as to circumstances while the hurt
becomes great in the human heart when such things
are thrust against us. “I” use it as absolute “sorting”
but the human expression is wounded and feels
“failure” in performing in the face of such devastating
losses as to bring us to our knees, for if my people are
on their knees, THERE TOO AM I AND SHALL
REMAIN FOR AS LONG AS IS REQUIRED. And
yes indeed, YOU TOO ARE “MY PEOPLE”. Thank
you for allowing this interchange for the “refueling”
stops are far apart with few in-between.
It is, however, that I MUST HAVE MY TEAM
moving ON no matter what the interim circumstance for
it is only through this integral trust and duty done that we
can accomplish the task and attain the goal laid forth.
I know that you readers don’t take much stock in
our saying that we are preparing a place for YOU—
but that is exactly that which we do. YOU are going
to need some alternatives and hopefully we can
achieve some of those alternatives before you in the
U.S. fall into total collapse or disaster.
Ah but, you say, you do not want to live in a thirdworld trap of corruption. So be it for that is what we
are about and THAT is to bring this up from the trap
it is in and bringing possibility of “survival” (frankly, for
your very bodies as now established)—nearer the
equator where devastation from magnetic shifts and
wobbling can best be stabilized.
Ah but, you don’t want to live here? Fine, but
our accepted responsibility is to make a place, secure
that place and tell you how it is going to be so that you
can make your choices in wisdom and with intelligent
action. You don’t, certainly, have to go ANYWHERE
except to your “grave” if you die.
This is a job with nothing but confrontations and
piles of foolish accusations. We are NOT your
spiritual gurus or your psychic know-it-alls. We are in
knowing what is expected from your idiots abounding
but to push and shove is not among our daily chores
even if it appears to dharma otherwise.
To accomplish our “duty” we must make sure
that we can offer jobs and placements for both
security, living and an ability to, yes, make intelligent
choices before the NEED OF FINAL SOLUTIONS.
This is actually offered as “no more—no less”. It is
not today we flit away to Wonderland through the

looking-glass and that is all we have, this day, to even
consider—BUT WE WILL “GET THERE”, chelas.
KNOW IT!
Ah but, others of you say: “Mr. Scallion says
that the Philippines will be gone.” Oh? And who is
“Mr. Scallion”? You had better check out the deepest
ocean trenches on your globe and recognize where the
support commodities have been laid aside for your use
in a time of such global change. GOD NEVER
LEAVES YOU WITHOUT SOLUTIONS, EVEN
TO PLACEMENT CHOICES. But NO, today is not
even for consideration for such hop and flit about to
here; you would not thrive. By the way GOD can
judge “time” far better than can you in our assumption
of self-intentions. And no, we will NOT ACCEPT
even one more bit of load for we have a job to do.
These points are for your consideration as days begin
to look darker at the hands of the enforcers and
corrupted super-manipulators. We still have hounding
enemies who must be “contained”, rebutted and
moved “beyond”.
We do not separate the activities in the Philippines
and the Foundation as in any way separate or apart
from Global Alliance and here we come right up
against the strongest and most powerful players IN
THE WORLD. Be kind to us and also a bit patient.
I don’t wish to discuss this more at this time but
we too must consider our steps as we enter into a
new year and a new perception. We always need a
few course corrections and detail wrap-up needs.
Your spiritual “Christmas” message must also be
appropriately and honestly offered for we must
spiritually and emotionally make it through the difficult
times of mind-push and pull. WE CAN DO THIS,
FRIENDS, and WE SHALL DO IT.
For you who are weary and a bit down-trodden let
us move out of sequence and see if we can boost
your own “feelings” with a bit of reminding of TRUTH
and circumstances (consequences?).
I think that the most appropriate reference for this
minute in time and space is to simply re-run the writing
which is the “INTRODUCTION” I wrote for Vol II
as referenced above. Then, please, get your books
and STUDY them for you need fuel in TRUTH for
your journey and most of you are about to run out of
“gas” so to speak.
[COPY:]
INTRODUCTION
WED., OCTOBER 28, 1992 2:32 P.M.
YEAR 6, DAY 73
WRITING NO. 4 (OF THE DAY)
(So there have been MANY days of weariness
and fatigue to meet our needs.)
Did you not KNOW that God Creator has a
Divine PLAN for the unfoldment into LIGHT? Would
HE who cherishes you as self allow you no port unto
which to enter and find refuge? Ah, but you thought
- - -? No, if you perceived there would be no plan by
which that of evil would be put down, then you erred
in knowledge and must attend, better, your lessons.
YOU turn from GOD—GOD TURNS NOT FROM
YOU—EVER!
How think you, however, that you can understand
and act wisely and clearly upon or within a “Plan”
when ye are still in ignorance as the babe with
experience yet to be unfolded? You must learn that
which was in the beginning and understand that which
has come upon you only in the yesterday—these things
today have grown and become the octopus smothering
you—since onset of the “play”.
It is not that valid information is not present,
actually flourishing, all about you from the same
“beginning”. It is simply that you did not notice when
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it was changed, tampered, rewritten to gain power and
control and then became a deliberate intent to displace
all of God—into the physical expression and control of
the Evil of the physical dimension. It is that integration
of Truth and history which is our intent. Not even in
“allness” do we offer the story unfolded unto you—
only that which causes you to go and research for
your confirmations. We cannot give the “whole” of
ALL in but a few journals, nor do we wish to effort
at it—for great beings and men throughout the years
have offered Truth—but you failed to grant them
hearing as the evil adversary has swept across the
globe in the never-ending plan of global domination and
enslavement, depopulation and sustained ignorance of
the soul of man.
Many of the “great” are not honored by my
recognition of them—for they too perceive me as a
hoax of some kind. How think they that God would
present HIMSELF? How do you have promise of the
Hosts and then not allow them hearing? It is fine, for
those of whom I give recognition will some day
understand and recognize that honor for the infinite
greatness which it is. It is a “spiritual” transition and,
therefore, it shall be through the path of spiritual
expression that you will come into KNOWING. This
means that it is not through sleight-of-hand, fortune
telling and magic tricks of photography or even reality
of presence that understanding will come. First must
come the understanding in perception and THEN can
come the presence in that which you can recognize in
your physical expression.
This means, therefore, that you must face the
truth of who you are, how you got here, wherefrom
you came and began to experience in this place—then
meet the “Beast” sent to destroy—and stand in
Godness strength to dissolve this entity of destruction.
You are given the tools by which to accomplish the
mission if and when you recognize them. You would
not accept them if they did so. Why do you not use
thine reasoning gift of wisdom and top hiding in the
dark corners of enforced ignorance? You have accepted
the bindings into ignorance for so long that you no longer
care beyond that ignorance or sham of lies.
Your personality, in fact, has become so
engrossed in trying to get rid of or to exchange many
of the things I have given you for other things you
thought were better, that of course you could not and
some still cannot even dream, much less acknowledge,
Me or that reflection of your own self, as The Giver.
I only represent the I AM which is also YOU. My
own expression can only be fulfilled by the very
acceptance and recognition of ME as that reflection
through the expression of GOD CREATOR in the
Lighted KNOWING.
Possibly you do not acknowledge Me as The
Giver or the representative of The Giver, as the Inner
Essence and Creator of all things in your world and in
your life, even of your present attitude toward these
things. For you must find in the infinite understanding
that I am but a portion, as are you, of THAT
WHOLENESS OF SOURCE.
Both are My doing just as they are YOUR doing,
for they are but the outer phases of the process I AM
using in the expression of “Idea” of your inner
Perfection and calling upon it for attention and
recognition. This Perfection is My perfection and that
of our Source gradually unfolding from within you. Not
mystically as in a fog—but in reality as in progression
into the solving of the mysteries.
As you more and more realize this, will the true
meaning and the use of the things, conditions and
experience I bring be revealed unto you. For you will
then begin to glimpse God’s Idea Within, and when
you glimpse that Idea will you begin to KNOW Me
and He who comes with me in my journey within your
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own. This is when you recognize your REAL AND
OWN—SELF.
Before you can truly know God, however, or the
PLAN of GOD in understanding, you must learn that
ALL things given you by we of the Hosts and
reflection of God are of necessity in perfection of
“goodness”—and, that they are for USE. They are
not simply for the holding in being, but the
movement of the thought projection of that which is
ALL-lighted presence of motion and expression in
experience. The Truth can be of nothing in value
until ye take unto thee and use of it.
God, through us, or others of YOU, may be
expressing through you beautiful symphonies of sound,
color or language that manifest as music, art or poetry,
according to human terminology, and which so affect
others as to cause them to acclaim you as one of the
great ones of the day. However, if you do not use
that expression—NONE can ever hear or see that
which was meant by God to be their gift THROUGH
YOU. The ultimate plan of GOD is the fulfillment of
this expression in the reflection of that which HE IS
AND YOU ARE.
I dislike the mundane to make a point—but chelas,
as with the prince and the frog—there are many frogs
before comes the Prince. IF YOU CANNOT TELL
THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE FROG AND
THE PRINCE—YOU CANNOT REACH A GOAL.
THE ONLY ONE, IN THIS CASE, THAT I CAN
SEE AS BEING IN BENEFIT—IS THE LADY
FROG FOR SHE IS MORE APT TO FIND HER
OWN “PRINCE” THAN ARE YOU TO FIND
YOUR REAL “PRINCE”. Mostly, you will find the
“toads” take the path to confuse and distract and
spew their noxious spittle upon you. Does this insult
the “toad”? In no way—for it is through your own
lack of knowledge that you would tread upon the toad
in the first place. Perhaps it is time you came to
recognize a frog from a toad—and the “Prince” will
come into proper perspective?
Almighty and infinite God Source says unto you
brethren:
“You are ONE WITH ME. I AM in You, in
Your human personality, in Your body, mind and
intellect. I AM in every cell of Your Body; You are
an Attribute of My Mind; You are a Faculty of My
Intellect. You are a part of Me, yet You are Me,
My self. We are ONE, and always have been and
so shall always be!”
HOW DO YOU REFLECT THIS
WONDROUS BEING WITHIN? DO YOU
HIDE IN ACTIONS WHICH CAUSE
REMAINING IN THE DARK CORNERS LEST
YOU BE SEEN AND KNOWN IN ACTIONS
LESS THAN GOODLY? OR, DO YOU SEEK
AND STRIVE TO WALK IN LIGHTED
PASSAGES AND BEAR THE LAMP OF
TRUTH IN REFLECTION WORTHY OF
YOUR GIFT OF LIFE? WHERE DO YOU
CAUSE CHRIST-GOD TO EXPERIENCE?
ARE YE WORTHY TO KNOW THE DIVINE
PLAN? SO BE IT!
Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn
[END COPY]
I am sorry, students, for truth and knowledge will
not come unless you make an effort to expose selves.
It does not somehow, like a virus, jump onto you and
become you.
We have done the work so that YOU can have
access to TRUTH and THE PLAN. It is now up to
you that which you will do with it. You will “bother”
to come into knowledge or you will pass in ignorance
and that choice is solely your own.
GCH
dharma
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World News Insights
This issue’s lead story was prompted by Dr. David
Duke’s recent speech in Syria, which stirred up a hornet’s
nest in Western media. The reaction in Syria itself and
elsewhere in the region, however, was quite different.
[QUOTING:]
DR. DAVID DUKE IMPROVES AMERICAN IMAGE
IN THE ENTIRE ARAB WORLD
SGT—Damascus, 11/25/05—translated by GMT Int’l.
Officials in the Syrian Public Relations Association say
that Dr. David Duke, a former member of the House of
Representatives in Louisiana, has dramatically improved the
view of the Syrian people and the entire Arabic Middle East
toward Americans.
An antique dealer in the Old City of Damascus said,
“Dr. David Duke made me realize that the American people
are quite different than the Jewish extremist Neocons who
now control American foreign policy.”
Jameel, a coed student at the University of Damascus
said that she now realizes more clearly that in some ways
America is occupied much like parts of Syria such as the
Golan Heights. Here, the Jewish supremacists do it with
guns. In America they do it through media control and
political bribery. We are all victims of the same problem.”
Dr. Habash, one of the major leaders in the Syrian
Parliament said:
“Dr. David Duke’s wonderful visit has given us a new
and very positive view of the average American. Syria has
never in anyway harmed the American people. Israel has
committed terrorist attacks against America both in the
Lavon Incident and the attack on the American Ship the
Liberty when 34 Americans were killed and 173 Americans
were scarred and burned in a terrorist attack by Israel.
Syria has never spied on America or harmed America as did
Israeli government spy Jonathan Pollard. It is Israel that is
America’s real enemy as Parliamentarian David Duke has
proven.”
The Grand Mufti of Syria, the respected and
preeminent Syrian religious leader, welcomed Dr. David Duke
and thanked him for bringing Syria the true feelings of the
American people. He said:
“The Iraq War has resulted in not only the harming of
many thousands of Iraqis but also thousands of Americans
dead and many thousands of Americans hurt. For what is
this war but, as Dr. Duke has shown, a war for Israel in
which both Arabs and Americans have been harmed?
Thank you, Dr. Duke, for your courage in bringing us this
message of peace and of friendship. My God’s peace and
love be upon both our peoples.”
A professor of history at Damascus State University
commented:
“The Zionists now lie about Dr. David Duke and label
him a White supremacist. The truth is, as Dr. Duke has
shown in his book—Jewish Supremacism—that Israel is the
most extreme example of racist supremacy on earth.”
“We researched Dr. Duke’s writings, some of which go
back now over 30 years. We found that he wants to
preserve his European heritage and traditions just as we
Arab Muslims seek the same for our own countries. We
respect him for that as he respects us.”
“A supremacist wants to control other peoples. That
is exactly what the Zionists want, to control other peoples,
the Middle East, the world. Jewish extremists always
accuse everyone else of their own faults. For over 30 years
Dr. Duke has consistently defended Palestinians and Arabs
in general from Zionist attacks. We are honored to have
him visit us in Syria.”
[END QUOTING]
To whom is Zionist Pat
Robertson praying (right)?
It is now official UN
policy to reject any
QUESTIONING of “the
holocaust” as presented,
shielding the perpetrators.
[QUOTING:]

THE UN DECIDES ON
A UNIVERSAL BAN ON REVISIONISM
By Robert Faurisson, <Rense.com>, 11/19/05
On November 1st, unanimously and without a vote, the
representatives of the 191 nations making up the UN
adopted—or let be adopted—an Israeli-drafted resolution
proclaiming January 27 th “International Day of
Commemoration in memory of the victims of the Holocaust”.
Moreover, the resolution “Rejects any denial of the
Holocaust as an historical event, either in full or part”.
Historical revisionism thus sees its existence acknowledged
by the whole world, a fact proving that it has some life in
it, but, at the same time, this decision means that the
revisionists find themselves struck with the reprobation of
all the countries of the world. As for the “State” of the
Vatican, which has no seat at the UN, it had, as early as in
1992, declared: “There is no historical revisionism that can
call into question the inhuman abyss of the Holocaust”
(L’Osservatore Romano, 7 November1992).
The history of human societies and religions is rich in
prohibitions, bannings, excommunications but, whereas, up
to a recent past, the victims could, at least in principle, hope
to find a refuge outside of their land or group of origin, here
the condemnation is, for the first time ever, of universal
character. It is thus confirmed that historical revisionism is a
phenomenon of exceptional nature and also that the Jews, yet
once more, have been able to obtain exorbitant privileges.
A Sleight of Hand
It was through a sleight of hand that the Israeli
delegation succeeded in getting this resolution passed. It
proceeded in a manner like that of certain associations
which, in France, under cover of a campaign against
paedophilia, have obtained a law prohibiting, on the
Internet, communication relating to paedophilia and to
revisionism! To begin, they asked: “Is paedophilia not a
horror in itself?” The response was “yes”. Their second
step was to add: “Is paedophilia on the Internet not to be
banned by a specific law?” The response, there again, was
“yes”. As a third step the associations concluded: “Let’s
fight, accordingly, to obtain a law against paedophilia and
revisionism [RF: which they called ‘negationism’]”.
For his part, the President of the General Assembly, the
Swede Jan Ellasion, had the deftness on November 1st to
ask orally whether anyone was opposed to the resolution
aimed at commemorating the “Holocaust”. No hands being
raised, he declared, without prior recourse to a vote of any
kind, that the resolution was thereby adopted, the text of
which contained in one of its provisions the condemnation
of any form of “Holocaust” revisionism. The draft was
approved by the United States in utter disregard of the
guarantees of freedom of opinion provided by the first
amendment to its constitution. And, most remarkably, this
Israeli text was accepted by the Arabo-Moslem countries,
including Iran. All those present approved, or let pass with
soft verbal restrictions, a resolution originating from the
Jews that goes so far as to condemn the right of free
research on a historical subject.
The UN act assumes only a political and not a juridical
character. Still, since it provides that the Secretary General
will have to report on the measures subsequently taken
within the framework of the resolution, the revisionists will
have reason to fear consequences for themselves of a
judicial or administrative nature, for instance, as regards
border and airport police, authorisation to enter and stay in
certain countries or the issuing of visas.
The resolution will serve morally to justify and facilitate
extradition measures taken against revisionists. Precedents
are not lacking, what with 1) the European arrest warrant;
2) the virtual handing over of revisionist René-Louis Berclaz
by Serbia to Switzerland; 3) the handing over of revisionist
Ernst Zündel by the United States to Canada, then by
Canada to Germany; 4) the handing over of Belgian
revisionist Siegfried Verbeke by the Netherlands to
Germany; 5) the handing over of revisionist Germar Rudolf
to Germany by the United States. In Austria, on November
11, the semi-revisionist David Irving, a British citizen, was
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arrested by traffic police on a motorway and is now in
detention in Vienna.
For any noted revisionist, it is already risky to leave
the confines of his home country. In doing so, he exposes
himself to a request for extradition made to the country of
transit by either Israel or Germany. There is at present a bill
in committee at the Knesset that will authorise Israel to
demand the handing over of any revisionist in order to
bring him before a court, sitting in Jerusalem, that will apply
the 1986 Jewish antirevisionist law against him.
The Jewish State’s Offensive
A fortnight ago, Philippe Bolopion, United Nations
correspondent for Le Monde, wrote a particularly
informative article on the successes achieved at the UN by
the Jewish State since June 2004 (“L’offensive de charme
d’Israël à l’ONU rencontre un certain succès”, Le Monde,
4 November 2005, p. 3). He listed six recent
accomplishments of that State: 1) in June 2004, Kofi Annan
called for an acknowledgement “that the United Nations’
record on anti-Semitism has at times fallen short of our
ideals”; 2) in October of the same year, a resolution
including a condemnation of anti-semitism was adopted; 3)
in January 2005, a special session of the General Assembly
marked the 60th anniversary of “the liberation of the death
camps”; 4) in June, an Israeli ambassador was elected vicepresident of the General Assembly—the first Israeli in fiftythree years; 5) in September, on a visit to the UN for a
gathering of heads of state and government, Ariel Sharon
shook hands with Pakistani president Pervez Musharraf,
while the Israeli delegation made numerous new contacts;
6) in October, the Security Council was quick to condemn
the Iranian calls, which were nothing new, for the Jewish
State to be erased from the map.
The Jewish State’s Incomparable Gall
These successes are all the more striking as no nation
in the world has made fun of the UN like “Israel”, a state
that, however, owes its creation to the UN. The Jewish
State, with an incomparable gall (in Jewish parlance:
chutzpah), has thrown a record number of United Nations
“resolutions” straight into the bin. In violation of
international law, this State, founded on the colossal lie of
the “Holocaust”, practises colonialism, racism, apartheid,
military occupation and torture. We may add that it
possesses an arsenal of atomic weapons and on this score
has, for example, in the last few years been supplied by
Germany, free of charge, in the name of the said
“Holocaust”, with three ultra-modern submarines fitted out
for nuclear armament. The collusion between, on the one
hand, the Jewish State and armed forces and, on the other
hand, the German State and armed forces has become such
that the German mail service has just released a stamp, for
the most regular rate of postage, depicting, on the left, the
Israeli flag, then, on the right, the German flag and, finally,
linking the two, a strand of barbed wire, symbol of the
perpetual “Holocaust”. Germany is becoming the Jewish
State’s “Guantanamo”.
On October 5, 2003, Israeli ambassador to the UN Dan
Gillerman had warned the Security Council members that the
God of the Jews was “watching” them and, on July 16, 2004,
annoyed at the behaviour of some Arab states, flung the
remark at his colleagues in the General Assembly that
things had “reached a point where the inmates are running
the asylum”. On the other hand, on October 31 of this
year, he said that he was “moved” when presenting the
“Holocaust Day” text, his country’s first successful draft
resolution ever. He declared: “I feel moved and privileged
to present this historic resolution today, as an Israeli, a Jew,
a human being and a child of a family of Holocaust victims.”
That is understandable. The next day, the “adoption” of
his resolution marked the triumph of the “Holocaust” sham.
For the occasion, one may say that as far as gall, dishonest
procedure, spirit of domination and intolerance are
concerned, the Jewish State has outdone itself.
This extraordinary UN resolution also constitutes proof
that historical revisionism is a reality that can no longer be
bypassed, denied or played down. Its notoriety has become
global. Still, let us take care to recognise that the revisionist
researchers who remain active are now but a handful and,
with each passing year, their future grows darker.
[END QUOTING]
WIll YOU allow this professor to be extradited to face
charges of holocaust “revisionism”?
[QUOTING:]

WORLD FAMOUS PROF QUESTIONS THE HOLOCAUST
By Professor Richard Lynn, <Rense.com>, 12/5/05
I’ve checked out Churchill’s Second World War and
the statement is quite correct—not a single mention of Nazi
“gas chambers”, a “genocide” of the Jews, or of “six million”
Jewish victims of the war.
This is astonishing. How can it be explained?
Eisenhower’s Crusade in Europe is a book of 559
pages; the six volumes of Churchill’s Second World War
total 4,448 pages; and de Gaulle’s three-volume Mémoires
de Guerre is 2,054 pages. In this mass of writing, which
altogether totals 7,061 pages (not including the introductory
parts), published from 1948 to 1959, one will find no mention
either of Nazi “gas chambers”, a “genocide” of the Jews, or
of “six million” Jewish victims of the war.
Richard Lynn, Professor Emeritus, University of Ulster,
<rlynn.co.uk>
[END QUOTING]
How about this man: Is he “just another self-hating
Jew”? Can even a Jew be allowed to talk or write about
Zionist Freemasonry and the banksters’ control over the
world’s financial system?
[QUOTING, emphasis added:]
CENTRAL BANKERS SEEK TOTALITARIAN POWER
By Henry Makow, Ph.D., <SaveTheMales.ca>, 12/3/05
The “War on Terror” is a ruse by central bankers to
control every aspect of your life.
Rereading “The Red Symphony” recently, I was
shocked to discover an insider’s statement that having
unlimited wealth, the bankers want unlimited power.
“The Red Symphony” is a 1938 Stalinist Secret Police
(NKVD) interrogation of Christian Rakovsky, a Soviet
ambassador who was a close associate of Leon Trotsky,
Rothschild’s agent.
... The human experiment is endangered by private
interests who have usurped the function of money creation.
Modern history is the gradual process by which they
transfer all wealth and power to themselves, destroying
Western Civilization and creating a world police state.
... Rakovsky tried to convince his interrogator that
Stalin should cooperate with the bankers who “are just like
you and me. The fact that they control unlimited money,
insofar as they themselves create it, does not... determine
the limits of their ambitions ... The bankers have the impulse
towards power, towards full power. Just as you and me.”
They created the Communist state as a “machine of
total power” unprecedented in history. In the past, due to
many factors, “there was always room for individual
freedom. Do you understand that those who already
partially rule over nations and worldly governments have
pretensions to absolute domination? Understand that this
is the only thing which they have not yet reached.”
“Imagine to yourself, if you can a small number of
people having unlimited power through the possession of
real wealth, and you will see they are the absolute dictators
of the stock exchange and [economy]... If you have enough
imagination then... you will see [their] anarchical, moral and
social influence, i.e. a revolutionary one... Do you now
understand?”
The Revolutionary Movement, which defines modern
history, was a means to increase banker power by
destroying the old order.
In the French Revolution power subtlety passed to the
bankers who weren’t constrained by Christian niceties,
Rakovsky says. “So it came about that the supreme Royal
power was taken over by persons, whose moral, intellectual
and cosmopolitan qualities did allow them to use it. It is
clear that these were people who had never been Christians,
but cosmopolitans.”
[Following a brief discussion of Communism, Marxism
and Socialism, not to even mention Fascism as we
experience it today, it is deduced that:]
... The aim of the Revolution is no less than to
redefine reality in terms of the interests of the bankers.
This involves the promotion of subjective truth over
objective truth. ...
In other words, white is black and up is down. This
is the way it was in the Soviet Union and this is now
happening to us. Truth and justice are being replaced by
political diktat. “Political correctness” a Bolshevik term is
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now in common usage. Physicists like Steven Jones who
question Sept.11 are silenced. Historians like David Irving
are jailed.
Rakovsky marvels that “the benches on which sat the
greasy usurers to trade in their moneys, have now been
converted into temples, which stand magnificently at every
corner of contemporary big towns with their heathen
colonnades, and crowds go there... to bring assiduously
their deposits of all their possessions to the god of
money.…”
He says the Soviet five-pointed star represents “the
five Rothschild brothers with their banks, who possess
colossal accumulations of wealth, the greatest ever known.”
Isn’t it strange that Marx never mentions this fact?
Rakovsky asks. Isn’t it strange that during revolutions, the
mobs never attack the bankers, their mansions or banks?
War is the means by which the central bankers
advance their goal of totalitarian world government.
Rakovsky says Trotsky was behind the murder of Arch
Duke Ferdinand (which sparked WWI). He recalls the
phrase used by the mother of the five Rothschild brothers:
“‘If my sons want it, then there will be no war.’ This means
that they were the arbiters, the masters of peace and war,
but not emperors. Are you capable of visualizing the fact
of such a cosmic importance? Is not war already a
revolutionary function? …. ”
After the murder of [HM: Illuminati member Weimar
Foreign Minister] Walter Rathenau in 1922, the Illuminati
give political or financial positions only to intermediaries,
Rakowsky says. “Obviously to persons who are
trustworthy and loyal, which can be guaranteed a thousand
ways: thus one can assert that those bankers and politicians
[HM: in the public eye]—are only men of straw… even
though they occupy very high places and are made to appear
to be the authors of the plans which are carried out.”
In 1938, Rakovsky outlined three reasons for the
upcoming Second World War. The first is that Hitler began
to print his own money. “This is very serious. Much more
than all the external and cruel factors in National-Socialism.”
Secondly, the “fully developed nationalism of Western
Europe is an obstacle to Marxism... the need for the
destruction of nationalism is alone worth a war in Europe.”
Finally, Communism cannot triumph unless it
suppresses the “still living Christianity”. He refers to the
“permanent revolution” as dating from the birth of Christ,
and the reformation as “its first partial victory” because it
split Christianity. This suggests that the “conspiracy” also
contains a racial or religious factor.
“In reality, Christianity is our only real enemy since all
the political and economic phenomena of the Bourgeois
States. Christianity controlling the individual is capable of
annulling the revolutionary projection of the neutral Soviet
or Atheist State.”
Now the Central Bankers are promoting World War
Three as in “The Clash of Civilizations”. Substitute Islam
for Christianity above.
CONCLUSION
Our beliefs must adjust to the truth and not vice versa.
Apparently, the truth is that a relatively small clique of
Jewish banking families and their non-Jewish allies in the
leading families of Europe and America have usurped control
of money creation, and with it the destiny of the world.
This overclass owns or controls most of the world’s
largest corporations, media organizations, intelligence
agencies, secret societies, universities, politicians,
foundations, think tanks and NGOs. It also appears to
dominate organized crime.
Sept. 11, the War on Terror and Iraq are part of an
inexorable process by which this overclass increases its
wealth and control. The end goal is a world police state in
which the masses will be deprived of their wealth, freedom
and possibly their lives.
Neo Cons are really Neo Communists. They jeopardize
the security of their fellow Jews (as well as all Americans)
by their evil machinations. Jews should follow my example
and repudiate them.
The overclass wants us to see it as a “Jewish
problem”. This way it can deflect blame onto innocent Jews
and then dismiss opposition as “hatred” and “prejudice”.
The problem is mainly one of money creation (credit) that
has led to an untenable concentration of wealth and power
[in] a few hands. ...
[END QUOTING]
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What They Don’t Say
Can Really Help You
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Budget’s “Tip of the Week” #5:
Key provisions NOT included in Nevada’s corporate statutes
In the first four installments of “Tip of the Week” we took a close look at several very interesting provisions
of Nevada’s corporate statutes. Sometimes, however, what is NOT mentioned in the statutes is just as important.
In Nevada, as many readers may be aware, there is no statute mandating the issuance of stock. (Nevada
is not unique in this regard; several other states’ corporate statutes similarly ignore this key issue. What makes
Nevada unique is the combination of statutory provisions, non-addressed key issues and actual practices, all
of which add up to make Nevada the ONLY state that allows for privacy of ownership and control of a
corporation.)
As if to underscore the non-necessity of stock issuance, there is no requirement to hold an annual meeting
of stockholders. Yes, there are many references to the stockholders’ meeting but nowhere is it stated that any
such meeting must be held.
Similarly, Nevada is one of a few states that does not nullify the use of “bearer” shares. It is not that
there is a statutory provision endorsing the use of bearer shares or even addressing the issue; it is that the
issue goes entirely unmentioned, whereas in most other states the use of bearer shares is statutorily denied.
A major, major issue that is not addressed anywhere in the Nevada Revised Statutes is that of nominee
officers and directors. The use of nominee officers and directors has been common in practice in Nevada for
more than 75 years and yet this issue, which is the key to privacy of control of a Nevada corporation, is simply
not mentioned. Doesn’t that make you wonder why not?
Other states (Wyoming comes to mind) have directly addressed the issue of nominee stockholders. In
Nevada, however, there seems to be more power granted by not restricting the use of this technique even by
defining it.
Nevada only requires a corporation’s primary officers to be listed annually but does not abridge the key
roles that can be afforded to secondary officers, such as a vice president, who may exercise all of the powers
of the president in the president’s absence; an assistant treasurer, who may be empowered to sign checks and
otherwise fulfill the role of treasurer; or an assistant secretary, who may perform all of the duties of the secretary.
When nominee service is used, the primary officers are assuredly absent, empowering these secondary officers,
who are never listed in the public records with the Secretary of State.
Finally, since only an annual list of officers needs to be filed, a corporation may change its officers and
directors at any time through a proper resolution (a PROTECTED “internal” record of the corporation) without
notifying the state to modify the public record.
This listing is, of course, by no means all-inclusive. We trust, however, that it provides the reader with
a lot of serious “food for thought” as to possibilities for private control and ownership of Nevada corporations.
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We have done the work so that YOU can
have access to TRUTH and THE PLAN. It is
now up to you that which you will do with it. You
will “bother” to come into knowledge or you will
pass in ignorance and that choice is solely your own.
—GCH, 11/30/05

